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CONFIDENTIAL
No. 18, Part 2

DAll.Y GENERAL ASSEMBLY REPORT TO THE SECRETARY-Gl!NERAL
Thursday, 15 October 1953
/

-AD -HOC POLITICAL CONMITTEE:-

Afternoon meeting

Admission of new Members
Consideration of this item was completed this afternoon. The Committee
first approved a Lebanese amendment requesting the proposed committee of good
offices to report to the eighth or, at the latest, to the ninth session of
the Assembly.
The amended Peruvian draft resolution, establishing a Committee of Good
Offices composed of Egypt, the Netherlands and Peru, was adopted unanimously 60 votes in favour .
The ~ representative then stated that he would not press for a vote
on his draft resolution for the admission of five applicant States until after
the Committee of Good Offices had submitted its report .
Treatment of people of Indian Origin in the Union of South Africa
Consideration of this item will commence tomorrow afternoon .

..
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FmST COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

The question of Morocco
In the absence of any objection, the Chairman gave the floor to Peru,
who had been prevented by duties in the Ad li2£ Committee from speaking yesterday as scheduled.
~ expressed his view that Morocco could best attain independence through
negotiations with France. The Assembly could express i ts concern in the matter
and its hope that a solution would be found. He concluded with an analysis of
the question of domestic jurisdiction.

The general debate concluded with restatements of the Arab-Asian case by
Lebanon and Pakistan. While maintaining that the terms of the 13-Power draft
resolution were fully justified by the situation in Morocco, they were willing
to give serious consideration to such comments and suggestions as might be
made in the interests of progress towards solution of the problem.
Work of the Committee
The Committee approved without objection a proposal by Lebanon that the
afternoon meeting be cancelled.
The Chairman announced that Saturday meetings might be required to enable
the Committee to conclude its consideration of the Moroccan case this week.
On a point of order, Uruguay reminded the Committee that the Latin American
group was preparing a proposal and might, therefore, require more time than
foreseen by the Chairman. The Chairman suggested that discussion on this point
be deferred until Friday. Two meetings of the Committee are scheduled for Friday.
There is still no agreement among the Latin American States on a proposal
to place before the Committee.
FIFTH COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

Budget Estimates for the financial year 1954
The Fifth Committee met for approximately one hour this morning, after
which it ran out of business.
It passed, provisionally, the estimates for Section 1 on the understanding that the question of the payment of honoraria to Rapporteurs of the
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International Law Commission would be dealt with later, together with the
question of whether the Commis&ion is to meet in New York or Geneva.
The Committee agreed to a token provision of $50,000 under Section 4 for
the 1954 Visiting l{ission of the Trusteeship Council.
Under Section 17 (Common Staff Costs) there was an appeal from lran and
Indonesia to give sympathetic consideration to the restoration of a third
interne programme in 1955. Expectations that there would be considerable discussion and some strong statements on the question of income tax reimbursement
were not realized, the subject being merely referred to quite briefly by
Byelorussia, Syria and Egypt. It was agreed that the views which have been
expressed in the Committee, particularly during the general budget discussion,
should be adequately reflected in the Rapporteur's report.
On the understanding that the Secretary-General is personally committed to
saying something about the International School, and in deference to the
Australian representative, who wishes to support the proposal to include a
further grant of $7,400 in the 1954 budget, but who was unavoidably absent,
it was agreed that any appropriation approved under Section 17 should be
without prejudice to later consideration of the question of assistance to the
School.

Proposals for additional reductions under Sections 1 and 17 from Byelorussia and the Ukraine were summarily rejected and the amounts recommended by
the Advisory Committee were overwhelmingly approved.
SIXTH COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

Transfer to the United Nations of functions and powers exercized by the
League of Nations under the S~xery Convention of 25 September 1926
The delegate of Israel made a long speech criticizing the procedure proposed for the transfer to the United Nations of functions and powers exercised
by the League of Nations. He pointed out that such a transfer had already been
authorized by a resolution adopted by the General Assembly on 12 February 1946
and calling for the transfer of certain functions, activities and assets of the
League of Nations.
The delegates of Belgium and Yugoslavia also pointed out that the Slavery
Convention of 1926 was outdated and should be replaced by a new one in order
to outlaw certain forms of slavery not covered by the 1926 Convention.
The United Kingdom draft resolution was, however, adopted by 38 votes in
favour, none against and 9 abstentions • .
During the debate, the Deputy-director for the Division of Immunities and
Treaties clarified certain points on the procedure followed by the Secretariat
in such matters.
At the opening of the meeting, criticisms were voiced by Professor Chaumont
(France) on the ground that the Commission held only two meetings this week and
though the Commission had already disposed of five items, the most important
remained to be discussed.
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THIRD COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

The work of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
The Secretary has indicated that there is nothing in particular to report
for this meeting. The afternoon meeting has been cancelled.
FOURTH COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories transmitted under Article
73 e of the Charter
The Chairman mentioned that some twenty communications had been received
from the French Cameroons in reference to the granting for an oral hearing
from a representative of the UPC (Union des Populations du Cameroun) of that
Territory. These communications will be circulated as a document. Similarly,
at the request of Poland the request for an oral hearing from the Puerto Rican
Nationalist Party will be circulated.
The representative of Pakistan suggested that one way to achieve participation of representatives from Non-Self-Governing Territories in the work of
the Committee on Information might be to employ such representatives in the
Secretariat. The Secretary stated that, in effect, that was the policy as far
as the Division of Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories was concerned.
The representative of Pakistan indicated that his government might consider the
reduction of its national quota in the Secretariat in the interests of accommodating such representatives and of more equitable geographical distribution,
and he appealed, in particular, to the delegations of other non-Administering
l.fembers to do the same.
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SECWD COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

Economic development of under-developed countries
(a) Question of establishing a special fund for grants-in-aid and for
low-interest long-term loans
(b) Status of the proposal for the establishment of an international
finance corporation
The general discussion on item 26 continued with the following speakers:
Yugoslavia: stressed that foreign resources were necessary both for
development of under-developed countries and for raising productivity.
While every possible source of capital should be mobilized, it was
recognized that those presently available were insufficient, and a special
fund was therefore proposed as an adequate solution. Now there was the·
unanimous SUNFED report and the U.s. Government had also proposed the
"declaration". This proved that the idea of a special fund was now generally
accepted and that it should be an international fund within the framework of
the United Nations.
The action to be taken should not be delayed pending disarmament for the
reason that economic development was a primary task laid down by the Charter,
and was not secondary to collective security.
Since some countries, which were most concerned, seemed not yet to be
ready to join in the plan, a majority vote in this Committee would not be a
solution. He therefore suggested - and would table a draft resolution to that
effect - that preparatory steps should first be undertaken and the idea further
spread, and that it would then be for the ninth session of the General Assembly
to call a founding conference for SUNFED.
United St ates: wished to have i ts position clearly understood.
stressed the follo\dng four points:

He

1) The urgent need to raise the standard of under-developed countries was
recognized.
2) The u.s. was not now prepared to contribute to the special fund .and
would see no use in pressing this project any further at present.
3) Better use should be made of existing aid programmes and sources of
financing.

4) The U. S. was striving for disarmament and would use part of the economies
which would thus be realized for economic development.
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Saudi Arabia: said that, if the programme of economic development was to
be effective, a realistic view must be taken of practical possibilities.
He found the SUNFED report vague on many points, such as structure and
operation of the fund, means for disbursing same, distinction between grantsin-aid and loans, etc.
Grants-in-aid were the most important aspect of SUNFED and would be the
best way to help under-developed countries, especially as regards non-selfliquidating projects.
There would be no use in waiting for disarmament, since economic development
normally went together with rearmament periods, which might be followed by
recessions.

,!!2 !!QQ. POLITICAL COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

Admission of new Members
The ~ submitted an amendment which provided that the good offices
committee report to the eighth session of the General Assembly - a proposal
which was not acceptable to Peru. In the face of strong attacks from Pakistan
and the Philippines, the USSR defended the motives which prompted his proposal
for the admission of five applicants.
~ agreed to accept amendments proposed by Cuba - for the good offices
committee to report not later than the ninth session - and by France and Mexico
to add "considering that universality of membership in the U.N. is subject only
to the provisions of the Charter".

Brazil moved that the good offices committee consist of Egypt, Netherlands
and Peru. This suggestion received considerable support.
The Committee was unable to complete consideration of this item today owing
to the fact that India still wishes to make a forty-minute statement. France
suggested that it was difficult for the Ad Hoc Committee to meet tomorrow
afternoon simultaneously with the Security COuncil, but wi:6hdrew his suggestion
that the meeting of the Committee be postponed until Friday when opposition was
heard.
THIRD COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meetin_g

Work of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
The representative of the ~ reiterated his opposition to the whole set
up of the High Commissioner's Office and criticized severely the High Co~
missioner, the organization of his Office, the lack of good will with regard to
repatriation of refugees, and the high salaries of the High Commissioner and his
deputy.

- 3 FIFTH C®U:TTEE:

Morning and afternoon meetings

Budget Estimates for the financial year 195h
The Fifth Committee had a successful day, with the completion of the
estimates for Sections 15, 15a, 18, 19, 16, 24, 25, 26, 30 and 31.
Discussion continued for approximately one hour on Conference and General
Services, with additional delegations expressing their serious concern at the
contractual arrangement with Thomas Cook and Sons. This problem was finally
disposed of by the Secretary-General's representative assuring the Committee
that a full and detailed report on these arrangements would be made in due
course to the Advisory Committee for their consideration next summer.
Discussion on the remaining Sections was relatively brief. In most
instances one of the Eastern European delegations moved formally that the
appropriations should be cut by an amount larger than that recommended by the
Advisory Committee and in each case the proposal was rejected by the same
majority.
On Section 16 there were interventions from Indonesia, Iraq and Iran
stressing the necessity of greater efforts being made to broaden Asian representation in the Secretariat. The Dominican Renublic referred to the impending
retirement of Mr. Price and suggested that there should be some way whereby
such stalwart servants of the United Nations could be appropriately recognized
by the bestowal of an international order of merit. Mr. Price suitably replied.

Sections 25 and 26 (Contractual Printing). There was a further discussion
on the subject of documentation in general, with the United Kingdom strongly
reaffirming resolution 593 (VI) and repeating his earlier suggestion that the
Secretary-General should study the possibility of having selective advertising
in certain United Nations publications. Mr. Cordier replied that this would be
done, while at the same time pointing out the difficulties in deciding what ld.nd
of advertising would be appropriate, and the fact that, with the exception of the
Bulletin, distribution of United Nations publications was too small to attract
advertising revenue.
A few further Sections will be taken tomorrow, and on Monday elections will
be held for the Advisory Committee and the Committee on Contributions. After
this the Committee will proceed with the scale of assessments for 1954.
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FIRST COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

The question of Morocco
Indonesia eharged the Western Powers with raising the question of
domestic jurisdiction to cloak the continued suppression by France of human
rights and fundamental freedoms in Morocco. Recalling his own country's
attainment of independence in four war-torn years, he was sure that Morocco
could regain its own full independence and sovereignty in five years of
peace. To that end, he urged adoption of the measures proposed in the
13-Power draft resolution.
China, Mexico and Israel saw frank and friendly discussions in the
diplomatic tradition as the best means to decrease international tension
and to reach a constructive solution of the Moroccan case. They would support only such resolutions as would have a beneficial effect on the present
situation.
Sweden believed the United Nations competent to consider the Moroccan
question despite the regrettable attitude and absence of France. In his
view, the 13-Power draft resolution was too far-reaching as the Assembly
could not impose on France the undertaking of specific measures, although it
could suggest peaceful adjustment of the case. Norwaz expressed similar views.
On a point of order, India replied to a comment of Norway relating to the
strife in India which had preceded its partition. The Chairman did not consi~er this reply a point of order as defined in the rules.

USSR referred at some length to allusions made by the United Kingdom
some days ago to cultural and religious freedom in the Central Asian Republics.
Turning to the substance of the Moroccan case, he then reviewed the "predatory
exploitation" of Morocco by foreign powers and supported the 13-Power draft
resolution. In his view, this text would effect a solution of the case in
accordance with the principles of the Charter and the rights of the Moroccan
people.
FffiST COMNITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

The question of Morocco
Syria intervened for a second time in the debate, renewing the var i ous
arguments made in his earli~r statement. He also referred to points raised
by other speakers, commenting in particular on the brevity and lack of precision of the United States declaration.
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Bolivia considered that the best course to take would be one of moderation.
He announced that his delegation was preparing a proposal which would be distributed in due course.*
The Chairman announced that a number of speakers had withdrawn from the
list. The two remaining speakers were not prepared to speak until tomorrow.
As both were among the sponsors of the Moroccan item, he intended to make an
exception to the usual procedure unless objections were raised. It was his
intention to adjourn the present meeting and to permit the final statements
in the general debate to be deferred. Pakistan and Lebanon expressed appreciation
of the courtesy extended to their delegations.
* - For the time being, this proposal is the subject of discussion among
the Latin-American delegations. Although two meetings are scheduled
for Thursday, it is understood that a number of delegations would
prefer to cancel the afternoon meeting of the Committee in view of
the Security Council meeting scheduled for the same hour.
FOURTH COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories transmitted under Article 73 e
of the Charter
The representative of India re~sted the circulation of the communication
received from the Nyasaland chiefs. The communication as addressed to the
Chairman has not yet been received, so that no action is at present called for.
The request, however, may eventually le~d to delicate problems of a political
nature.
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FIRST COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

The question of Morocco
Four more of t he sponsors of the 13-Power draft r esolution spoke at the
afternoon meeting. Irag interpreted the events of the past year as indicative of French intent to continue oppressive measures in North Africa. He
stressed the discrimination existing under the French administration in
Morocco between the native population and the French 11 colons 11 in the social,
economic and cultural fields. Afghanistan, Yemen and Burma examined the record
of French violations of the treaties of Fez and Algeciras, and of the General
Assembly's resolution of 1952. They declared that the prestige of France,
indeed of the United Nations itself, was at stake in the present case and
urged the adoption of the 13-Power resolution.
Czechoslovakia recalled his country's traditional sympathy for oppressed
peoples. He considered it the duty of the United Nations to take steps to
relax international tension and to ensure the fulfilment of the legitimate
claims of the Moroccan people. His delegation accordingly would vote in
favour of the 13-Power draft resolution.
United States recalled the pledges made by France to the people of Morocco
and looked forward to the day when the hopes and aspirations of France for
Morocco would become reality. He emphasized that the United Nations must
bend its efforts to the creation of an atmosphere which would assist in the
solution of the problem.
YW?:osJ.avia outlined the reasons for his delegation 1 s support of the
13-Power draft resolution. He looked for its adoption as a means not only
to ensure the self-determination .and national independence of the Moroccan
people, but also to further the cause of world peace and the development of
friendly relations between nations.
Two meetings are scheduled for Wednesday, with 16 speakers remaining on
the list.
AD !!Q9. POLITICAL COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

Admission of new Members
The USSR representative stated that he would not press for a vote on
his earlier draft resolution calling for the simultaneous admission of
fourteen applicants.

..
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Strong objections to the new USSR draft resolution for the admission of
Bulgaria, Hungary, Romania, Italy and Finland were raised by the representatives
of the United States and the United Kingdom.
Cuba submitted an amendment to the Peruvian draft resolution, which would
request the committee of good offices to report to the Assembly not later than
the ninth session. The USSR objected to this amendment tending to postpone a
solution of the problem
another year, but announced that it would support
the Peruvian draft resolution.

ror-

The tentative plans for membership of the committee of good offices have
altered, so that now it may consist of Peru, Netherlands and Egypt. India is
considering a move to increase the number of members of the committee.
SECOND COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

countries
Economic develo ent of under-develo
a Question of establishing a special fund for grants-in-aid and for lowinterest long-term loans
(b) Status of the proposal for the establishment of an international finance
corporation
The general debate on item 26 (a) and (b) was continued.
In discussing SUNFED, Ewt endorsed the passage concerning the fund
included in the Secretary-General's last annual report and concluded with the
assertion that international opinion is becoming more and more conscious of
the indivisible chara.c ter of the world's economic problems. In addition, he
thought that the establishment of the fund would be one of the most efficient
means of meeting the difficulties which might arise from the reconversion period.

Haiti underlined the primary responsibility of the great powers in the
solution of the problem of economic development. He thought that SUNFED, by its
action, would allow the continuation of United Nations activities already started
by technical assistance, which was very desirable not onl.y for economic but also
for important political reasons.
Australia examined the difficulties which under-developed countries encounter
With respect to the proposed 11declaration", he
considered the General Assembly should take a realistic view of the prevailing
conditiona.

in their economic expansion.

With respect to SUNFED, he thought the leading capital-exporting countries
must take a position. However, they did not seem ready to do this but instead
proposed the. "declaration". In his opinion, many developments were still
necessary before substantive progress could be made in this respect.
Greece, while stressing the importance of capital, techni cal knowledge,
organization and natural resources f or ac celerated economic development, stated
that capital was a prerequisite.
With respect to SUNFED, he made the following main comments: the report
was wise to suggest that the fund should not be launched before a minimum of

- 3$250,000,000 was pledged by at least thirty governments. As
organization, he thought it should not be an autonomous body
agency but should work in close co-operation with the United
and the International Bank, having a very small staff of its

to the fund's
like a specialized
Nations Secretariat
own.
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FIRST COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

The question of Morocco
This morning, the Committee heard statements by two of the co-sponsors
of the 13-Power draft resolution. India defended the right of the Moroccan
people to exercise their right to self-determination and to regain their independence. Warning that inaction of the United Nations would only encourage
violence, he urged the approval of the measures proposed in the 13-Power draft
resolution. Saudi Arabia reviewed the record of French exploitation of Morocco
and its violation of the treaties of Fez and Algeciras, culminating in the
deposition of the Sultan. As France had betrayed the confidence expressed in
the Assembly's previous resolution, the measures now required of the Assembly
were set forth in the 13-Power text and deserved full support.
Greece urged a constructive and dispassionate approach to the Moroccan
and Tunisian problems, and respect for the legitimate interests and national
pride of the parties. He felt that "resolution and solution" of the problems
were, in these cases, not necessarily synonymous. For his part, he was convinced that France would honour its pledge towards the Moroccan people.
Liberia stated that he would vote in favour of the 13-Power draft
resolution and supported the Assembly's competence in the matter. Union of
South Africa argued the contrary view; the United Nations was not competent
to pass any resolution on the question or even to discuss the case.
FOURTH COMMITTEE:

Horning meeting

Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories transmitted under Article 73 e
of the Charter
Account has to be taken of the possibility of proposals being made in
the Fourth Committee concerning British Guiana, Kenya and Central African
Federation. A difficult situation might arise in the form of a controversy
on the competence of the Fourth Committee to consider political information
affecting these territories. In the event of any request being made for the
circulation of the recent cable received from British Guiana 1 i t wil l be
point ed out that this cable was addressed to the Secretary-General, and that
i t s inclusion in the list of communications will be considered, having regard
to its relevance or otherwise to matters on the agenda of the Gener al Assembly.
In the case of Central African Federation, a communication has been received
from the Chiefs in NYflsaland, and it has been widely circulated to various
delegations. Should the circulation of this document be proposed in the
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Fourth Committee, the matter will be one for the Fourth Committee to decide
as bearing on the question of the receivability of petitions from Non-SelfGoverning Territories.
As regards the question of factors, the delegations of Brazil and the
United States appear to be seeking a compromise text for submission to the
General Assembly. For the success of any such maneuver, they wilL also need
to gain the support of some of a group of delegations who voted for the majority
text.
THIRD COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

Work of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
Before the opening of the debate on the Report of the High Commissioner
for Refugees, Miss Minerva Bernadino (DOIII.inican Republic) made a statement
in which she charged that her remarks in reply to a speech by the representative
of Guatemala had been distorted in the summary record. She added that a similar
incident had occurred to a Dominican Republic representative in the Fourth Committee. She complained also of the late distribution of documents in Spanish.
The Chairman suggested that her statement be put in the record. Miss Bernadino
agreed to that procedure.
FIFTH COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

Budget Estimates for the financial year 1954
The Fifth Committee dealt, in the course of the morning meeting, with the
estimates for Section 15 - Conference and General Services.
Fears for a long discussion on the problem of documentation were, fortunately, not realized. There were only a few general references to the subject,
including the very pertinent observation that delegations must learn to discipline themselves.
The main preoccupation was with the contract that has been concluded with
Thomas Cook and Sons. Grave fears were expressed by the United Kingdom, the
Netherlands, France, .Syria and others lest the standards of service received
from Messrs. Cook and Sons will not be comparable to the services which
delegations have been accustomed to receive when travel was run by the Secretariat itself. The fact that less than a year ago these same delegations
enthusiastically accepted the Secretary-General's proposal to effect substantial
budgetary savings by making the present contractual arrangement was apparently
overlooked. There was a suggestion that a full report on the working of the
present contractual arrangements should be presented, but the suggestion was
not pressed after Mr. Lall had urged that judgment be suspended until sufficient
time had elapsed in which to form sound and valid conclusions.
There was the usual statement from China bewailing the slow rate at which
the backlog of official records was being translated into Chinese, and the
customary complaints that documents in languages other than in English, and

- .3 more particularly in Spanish, were too often too long delayed.
Finally, there is a danger that the question of passenger cars will
once again become the subject of Committee discussion. Sparked by the comments
of the Advisory Committee concerning the use of passenger cars for document
distribution, the United Kingdom and some other delegations are quest ioning
the need for the three cars which the Secretary-General was able to retain as
a result of long and protracted negotiations last year in the Advisory Committee,
and even longer and more protracted arguments in the Fifth Committee itself.
B,yelorussia proposed a reduction over and _above that recommended by the
Advisory Committee of ~250,000. Other delegations have made it plain that
they will abide by the Advisory Committee's recommendation. There were a
number of complimentary references to the work of the Department and of the
extent to which it had streamlined its organization and made successive
economies.
The Committee will continue tomorrow with Section 15, followed by Sections
18, 19, 16, 25 and 26. The Economic and Social Departments will be taken up in
the early part of next week, followed by Geneva, which will virtually complete
the first reading. It is also planned to hold t he elections for the Advisory
Committee and _the Committee on Contributions early next week. For the former
there are five candidates for three vacancies. Ganem and Asha are reasonably
assured of reelection. The third vacancy will be a contest between India,
China and Turkey, with India in all probability being elected.

•
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FIRST COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

The question of Morocco
There was before the Committee a 13-Power Arab-Asian draft resolution
whereby the General Assembly would, inter alia, recommend (1) termination of
martial law and all other exceptional measures in Morocco; (2) release of
political prisoners; (3) restoration of public liberties; (4) establishment
of democratic representative institutions through free elections on the basis
of universal suffrage, and (5) complete realization by the people of Morocco
of their rights to full sovereignty and independence within five years. In
addition, the Secretary-General would be requested to communicate with the
French Government with a view to the implementation of the present resolution
and to report to the General Assembly at its ninth session.
Syria recalled that independence was never granted to a people; they had
to take it. In the face of this historical fact, the General Assembly had to
chose whether to fulfil its proper function by assisting the orderly evolution
of the situation, or whether to leave events to 11take their ominous course"•
In his view, the_Assembly's competence in the matter had been established by
its previous discussion and decision. He went on at some length to contrast
the juridico-political elements of the Moroccan question with the actual
policies and actions of France in Morocco. He concluded by summarizing recommendations which his Government and those of other Arab and Asian States urged
the Assembly to approve, as contained in the joint draft resolution.
New Zealand termed the Arab-Asian resolution unacceptable. The Assembly
should not set a time-1imi~ for the granting of independence to Morocco, nor
should. it exceed its. competence by interfering between France and Morocco.
The Assembly's resolution. of the seventh session was still valid and, if no
further resolution were passed, this could neither be viewed as a retrogression
nor as a moral defeat for the United Nations. In his view, further recommendations might only endanger measures already taken.
Syria made a brief reply to points raised by New Zealand.
Two meetings are scheduledfor Tuesday.
with 2S speakers inscribed.
THIRD COMMITTEE:

The list of speakers is closed,

Afternoon meeting

Progr.amme. of concerted practical action in the social field of the United
Nations and the specialized agencies
The Committee concluded considerati on of the above item after a brisk
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discussion and adoption of one paragraph from a controversial Soviet amendment which would include among the guiding principles concerning the programme
improvements with respect to health, education and social welfare in the NonSelf-Governing and Trust Territories.
The debate on Refugees will begin tomorrow with an hour-long statement by
the High Commissioner.
FIFTH COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

Estimates for the financial year 1954
Sections 13 and 21: Department of Public Infomation and Information Centres

B~dget

The afternoon was devoted to same twenty-four speeches, finishing up with
the adoption of the estimates for Sections 13 and 21 on the basis of the
Advisory Committee's recommendations.
The general tone of the discussion was typified by Belgium who suggested
that the Committee should, in common decency, go along with the Advisory
Committee's figure after the Secretary-General had had the good grace to
"accept'' it and after the admirable efforts the Department had made to improve
the quality of its work.
Once again the ~ found itself in ari isolated position and consequently
reluctantly withdrew its proposal for a modest additional cut. This left only
the Polish proposal for a cut of $200,000 in Section 13 and $50,000 in Section
21, both of which were roundly rejected. The Soviet group, however, in this
instance, voted against the Advisory Committee's recommendation. Hitherto
they have either gone along with the Advisory Committee or abstained.
France intervened towards the end, much to the relief of our DPI friends
who were uncertain of France's position, to announce their support of the
Advisory Committee and their reluctant rejection of even the "innocent" U.K.
proposal, for the sake of peace and harmony.
As Mr. Ganem pointed out, Cohen and his colleagues never had it so easy
in their eight years of appearances before the Fifth Committee. It was a
matter of considerable satisfaction that DPI was disposed of in less than one
and a half meetings, which established an all-time record.

•

•
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FOURTH COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

Factors which should be taken into account in deciding whether a territory is
or is not a territory whose people have not yet attained a full measure of
self-government
Apart from the formal introduction of the report of the Committee on
Information by the Rapporteur and Chairman of that Committee, the meeting
was taken up with explanations of vote on the draft resolution, and on the
amended list of factors. It appears to be taken for granted, even by some
delegations which voted in favour of both, that this item will be subject
to the two-thirds majority rule when it comes before the General Assembly.
If this happens, it is likely that a return may be made to the original
Brazilian draft resolution and to the list of factors as approved by the
Ad~ Committee.
SECOND COlOOTTEE:

Morning meeting

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance for the economic development of
under-developed countries
The Chairman placed before the Committee the report of the working party
which met on Friday afternoon to prepare a consolidated text for the resolution
on the expanded programme of technical ~ssistance.
Amendments were suggested as follows:
Poland: with respect to paragraph 5, as a result of which and after
discussion, modifications were made and will be included in the now definitely
adopted text.
~:
with respect to paragraph 4. After a lengthy discussion, a new
text was adopted, and will be included in the final text.

The r esolution as a whole was adopted by 54 votes for, none against, with
no abstentions.
Economic development of under developed countries
(a) Question of establishing a special fund for grants-in-aid and for
low-interest long-term loans
(b) Status of the proposal for the establishment of an international finance
corporation

•
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General discussion WaS then opened on items 26 (a) and 26 (b). The
Chairman reminded the Committee that, as agreed, the delegates would have an
opportunity to include in their statements any other considerations relevant
to economic developnent.
~:
as the first speaker, examined the report of the experts on S'UNFED
and stressed in particular the importance of the following points which were,
in his opinion, all very useful and necessary:

1.

That governments should make pledges for contributions to the Special
Fund for periods of two or three years;

2.

That their contributions should be as far as possible convertible;

3. That the technical services of the United Nations and of its regional
commissions should assist the operations of the Special Fund;

4.

That at least thirty countries should make contributions before the
Fund was launched;

5.

That, before starting operations, the Fund should attain an initial
sum of $250,000,000, as indicated in the experts' report.

He then turned to the problem of the International Finance Corporation and
said that he found the tone of the reports by the International Bank discouraging.
He wondered if ECOSOC should not prepare the detailed plan for the ninth session
of the General Assembly on the establishment of a corporation. In his opinion,
the corporation would be most desirable for the formation in under-developed
countries of national capital and for raising the spirit of enterprise in
undertakings promoting employment. The corporation, therefore, even with very
little initial capital, would be very welcome and he thought that it might be
established right away.
In conclusion he stressed that, both the Special Fund and the corporation
were necessary and their expense would be very small compared with national
defense costs. The two bodies would, in addition, help not only the underdeveloped countries, but also contribute towards the welfare of developed
countries through the opening of markets for their goods, etc.
SIXTH COMMITTEE:

Morning , meeting

Agenda
At the first meeting of the pr~sent session, when the Committee discussed the priority of its agenda items, it decided to postpone the decision
concerning the order of the four last items to be discussed.
One group wanted to keep as last item for discussion the report of the
International Law Commission, another group (the East European States),
favoured the discussion of that item before the three items concer,ning the
preparatory work to be done with regard to a possible revision of the Charter.

- 3The question was settled this morning when a proposal by Czechoslovakia
to discuss the report of the International Law Commission as next item was
defeated (5 votes in favour only). The Committee then adopted a proposal by
the United Kingdom to discuss as next items the three items relating to the
Charter. The East European States being opposed to a revision of the Charter
apparently hoped that the discussion of the report of the International Law
Commission would have lasted long enough in order not to leave sufficient time
for the discussion of the three items concerning the Charter.
Transfer to the United Nations of the functions and powers exercised by the
League of Nations under the Slavery Convention of 25 September 1926
According to the draft resolution submitted by the United Kingdom the
General Assembly would approve the annexed Protocol amending the Slavery
Convention of 1926. In addition the draft resolution urged the States
Parties to that convention to sign or accept the Protocol and recommended to
all. other States to accede at their earliest opportunity to the Convention as
amended.
The amendments to the Slavery Convention inter alia substitute the
Secretary-General of the United Nations for the Secretary-General of the
League of Nations, the International Court of Justice for the Permanent
Court of International Justice and the United Nations for the League of
Nations for the purpose of the Convention.
The delegate of the United Kingdom presented his draft resolution and
the Deputy~Director for the Division of Immunities and Treaties replied to
questions asked by the delegates of Mexico and the United Kingdom.
No other representative being ready to speak the meeting was adjourned.
The delegates of Belgium and Israel are on the list of speakers for the next
meeting to be held on Wednesday.
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THIRD COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

Programme of concerted practical action in the social field of the United
Nations and the specialized agencies
A text of a joint draft resolution has been agreed upon by the informal
working group.
The representative of France, speaking on behalf of the sponsors of the
draft resolution, stressed the point that the last paragraph of the draft
resolution would mean that the item on concerted programme need not be included every' year in the agenda of the General Assembly. It will be up to the
Economic and Social Council to decide whether the item be put on the General
Assembly agenda; it will be also open for any member to raise the question
in connection with the report of the Economic and Social Council.
The representative of the USSR has submitted an amendment to the new
draft resolution which prevent ed the vote to be taken on Friday. It is expected that the item be concluded on Monday.
FOURTH COMMITTEE: Afternoon meeting
Factors which should be taken into account in deciding whether a territory is
or is not a territory whose people have not yet attained a full measure of
self-government
As was expected, a considerable state of confusion reigned in the Committee.
The Brazilian draft resolution, drastically amended, was adopted by a small
majority thus confirming the predictions expressed in the previous report.

....
I
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FIRST COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

The question of Morocco
The Chairman announced that no speakers
this unfortunate and inexplicable situation,
adjourn the meeting and cancel the afternoon
be held on Monday afternoon, after which the
AD HOC POLITICAL COMMITTEE:

were inscribed. While deploring
he had no alternative but to
meeting. The next meeting would
list of speakers would be closed.
Morning meeting

Admission of new Members
Both the Peruvian and USSR draft resolutions received the support of
Denmark and Mexico thi.s morning, while Israel stated that it would support
the Peruvian and abstain_on the Soviet draft.
There were only three speakers, owing to the fact that several delegates
who had planned to speak did not have their statements completed. Fourteen
are still inscribed, and it is hoped that by Monday the Chairman will be prepared to insist that they speak in accordance with their places on the list.
SECOOD COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance for the economic development of
under-developed countries
Discussion on the resolution on item 27 and amendments was continued.
Denmark: supported the resolution and announced they will pay all their
contribution pledged for 1953.
Lebanon: supported the resolution but not the Israel-Norway amendment
because then the money would go to publicity instead of to the programme.
He concluded with a reply to the remarks of the Israeli delegate referring to
the Arab states.
Australia:
India:

supported the resolution.

supported the resolution in general.

Yugoslavia: also agreed with the resolution, and as for the IsraelNorway amendment, he would support it in case no new costs would result from it.

...

-·
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France: referring to a statement by the representative of Israel,
stressed that the French suggestions for the reorganization of the programme
are in no way a sign of lack of confidence in those who head the competent
authorities of the programn:e.
Norway: replied that as they already explained yesterday, the increased
publicity should be made out of regular appropriation of the agencies and
proposed to modify his amendment accordingly.
Some other delegations commented on the amendments and proposed slight
modifications which were partly accepted by the amendments' sponsors.
Egypt: then proposed a new series of amendments concerning both the main
resolution and some of the amendments.
United states:
suggestions.

took a negative position towards most of the Egyptian

In view of the fact that thus the Committee was faced with a considerable
number of texts, and on the· formal proposal by Cuba and Mexico, the majority
of the Committee accepted that a working party meet in the afternoon to prepare a consolidated text of the resolution with amendments included to be
presented to the next meeting of the Committee on Monday morning.

Before .closing the meeting, the Chairman, having satisfied himself that
the Commi.ttee was ready to pass on to the resolution submitted by the Economic
and_Social Council concerning Technical Assistance in Public Administration
(item 61), in the absence of any discussion, passed to the vote. The resolution was adopted unanimously with 43 votes in favour, none against and no
abstentions.
FIFTH COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

Budget estimates for the financial year 1954
In the course of a morning meeting, the Fifth Committee got rid of two
more general statements from India and Ethiopia respectively. The Indian
delegation is concerned at the excessive liberality of the present home leave
policy and considered that as a normal practice home leaves every three years
would. be much more reasonable, except perhaps in the case of staff members
serving in posts where local conditions warranted such leave being taken at
shorter intervals. In this respect, at least, India and the United States
see eye to eye. He expressed appreciation of the valuable work undertaken
by the Walters and subsequent Selection Committees, and joined with a number
of his Asian colleagues in voicing concern at the inadequate Asian representation in the Secreta:-·iat.

Section 12:

Trusteeship Department Estimates

The USSR criticized the organic structure of the department as too
cumbersome, in consequence of which he proposed formally that the appropriation

- .3 recommended by the Advisory Committee be reduced by a further $.30,000.
Belgium supported the Advisory Committee's recommendation, but stipulated that
this did not imply the Belgian delegation's concurrence with the legality of
the decisions taken by the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories. Sweden was critical of the staffing pattern of the Department,
and particularly of the relatively disproportionate number of highly graded
posts, and urged that this situation should be very carefully reviewed by the
Secretary-General in conjunction with his re-organization plans.
The Uqi.ted Kingdom felt compelled, with obvious unhappiness, to go along
with the Advisory Committee's recommendation - the Argentine, who appears to
be engaged in a crusade to eliminate Temporary Assistance and Consultants,·suggested that the reductions proposed should be applied primarily to these two
items. China considered the Department admirably organized and managed. South
Africa was concerned to know whether the problem of repetitious documentation
had been sufficiently well taken care of, whilst the Dominican Republic wondered
whether the staff in the N.S.G.O. Division could not be reduced in view of the
fact that certain governments have intimated that they do not intend any longer
to submit information under Article 7.3 (e) of the Charter.
The voting followed the usual pattern, with the USSR proposal being rejected
by .37 votes to 5, with .3 abstentions. Among the abstainers, incidentally, were
the UK and the USA. The Advisory Committee 1 s recommendation was then approved
by 46 votes to none, with 2 abstentions.
Sections 1.3 and 21:

Department of Public Information and Information Centres

The hope that this year DPI might be dealt with fairly expeditiously does
not appear to be too well justified. We have already had eight speeches on
Public Information and are assured of at least another twenty.
The first participant was the ~~ who required some fifteen minutes or so to
state that the Information budget made large and disproportionate inroads on the
total resources of the United Nations and that the estimates for Section 1.3
should therefore be reduced by $26,000 over and above the appropriation recommended by the Advisory Committee.
Poland thought this was a step in the right direction but did not go quite
far enough and therefore proposed formally a reduction of $250,000 to be applied
at the Secretary-General's discretion. It was suggestion, however, that the
areas most capable of sustaining this retrenchment were Press and Publications
and Films and Visual Information. India went along with the Advisory Committee
but felt that the cut on Section 21 (Information Centres) was excessive and should
be borne mainly by proposed Headquarters expenditures.
The Netherlands, who have traditionally been one of DPI's most irreconcilable
critics, concentrated his criticism mainly on the Copenhagen Centre and intimated
that he would reluctantly go along with the Advisory Committee, although reserving
his final judgment on the UK proposal. Somewhat the same attitude was displayed
by Ewt, although his intervention this year was markedly more restrained than
in the past. Colombia made a lengthy statement, most of which was directed towards
indicating its strong support of the establishment of the proposed new Centres,
particularly that covering Colombia, Ecuador and Venezuela. He felt that Bogota
was obviously the best location for the proposed new centre. He paid tribute to
DPI's Latin American publications.

..
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FIRST COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

The question of Morocco
Pakistan withdrew his delegation 1 s proposal to address an appeal to the
French delegation to be present; the force of the proposal would be lost
without the unanimous support of the Committee and such unanimous support. did
not now appear possible.
The general debate resumed, with Egrpt setting forth the Arab-Asian case.
Australia, United Kingdom, and, later, Belgium, denied the competence of the
United Nations to consider the substance of the present item. Indeed, discussion of any kind would doubtless serve only to solidify antagonistic
positions. They would support no resolutions which might be presented on the
substance of the matter and emphasized that the problem could only b~ solved
by patient, statesmanlike discussions between the peoples concerned.
On a point of order, USSR asked that extraneous subjects raised during
the UK statement be deleted from the record. After a brief reply by the United
Kingdom, the Chairman pointed out the difficulties involved in establishing
whether or not statements contained unacceptable digressions.

Lebanon and Syria replied to the arguments made by previous speakers relating to the competence of the United Nations to deal with the Moroccan
question. They insisted that the organization had both the right and the
duty, under the Charter, to ensure discussions aimed at an equitable solution
of the problem.
Two

meetings are scheduled for Friday but very few speakers are inscribed

as yet.
SECOND COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

Expanged Programme of Technical Assistance and Technical assistance in
public admini.s tration
In the continuation of the general debate on items 27 and 61, the following were the speakers:
~:
praised the achievements of the programme,mentioning in particular
the Andean project undertaken by Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador.

,
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He suggested the follo~dng measures, inter alia: (a) that countries
should raise their contributions, and that those countries that did not contribute should start to do so; that private institutions should also participate in the programme; (b) that projects of a more specific character should
be included in the programme, in addition to the economic development aspect,
such as care for women and children; and also projects of a regional character
should be favoured; (c) that fewer experts should be sent ].£ countries but more
fellows sent from countries, since the latter can establish links between
technical as.si'Stance programme and technical activities in the recipient
countri.es. In this connection, he was in favour of UN funds being given for
technical assistance through universities.
Afghanistan: praised the programme and heartily welcomed the participation
of. t.he USSR, Poland and Czechoslovakia.
Venezuela: could not envisage a regression in the programme without grave
consequences for economic developnent. However, rational use of funds should
be made through close co-ordination between the participating agencies. He
would therefore support the suggested measures for administration reorganization
of the programme.
Mr. Owen then replied to some of the remarks made by delegates during the
debate and, in particular, referred to the administrative costs of the programme,
to the salaries of the expert-s as compared with those from other sources, and
to the question of resident representatives. He announced that a severe curtailment was envisaged by the TAB in connection with all these aspects, both
on TAB's own initiative and as a result of the forthcoming review by the
Advisory Committee.

The general debate on these two items was then closed.
Discussion then started on the joint draft resolution on item 27 (Expanded Programme), together with two amendments: one from Israel and Norway
and one from greece.
Canada introduced the joint draft rea0lution, explaining its clauses.
He announced that the present Canadian contribution to the programme would be
substantially increased if other countries did the same.
Israel, in presenting the amendment sponsored by his delegation and that
of Norway commented also on the joint resolution which he supported. His
country intended to make a new inereasa of 25% in their contribution, subject
to legislative approval.. In referring to his amendment urging wider publicity
for the progranme, he stressed that it was not intended to involve new expenditure for the participating agencies. He made some preliminary observations
on the French sugges.tions for reorganization, with which he agreed in principle,
but stress.ed that he would not like to see politics introduced into the operation
of the programme. through closer control by governments. He was also in agreement
with the Greek proposed amendment, which invited the TAB and TAC to take into
conside.ration the debates in the General Assembly. In this connection, however,
and for the record, he made a reply t ·o the Iraqi delegate whose statement he
understood to imply that in .practice the Arab League should agree to the regional
programmes in the Near East.

- 3Norway supported the resolution with the two amendments.
his country would raise its contribution for 1954.

He announced that

United Kingdom, in supporting the resolution, pointed out that it followed
on the decisions of the ECOSOC's last session and he therefore hoped that it
would be adopted unanimously as it was by the ECOSOC.
EThiopia declared himself fully prepared to participate in the programme
subject to financial limitations.
Dominican Republic supported the resolution, all the clauses of which
were necessary for the success of the programme.
The Chairman then announced a new USSR amendment.
USSR introduced his amendment, saying that its purpose was to clarify the
position of those countries which had recently announced their participation
in the programme and were therefore not able to pay their contributions as yet.
Saudi Arabia supported the resolution. He made a reply to the Israeli
delegate, explained the special importance of the Arab League in such a programme for the Near East.
The Chairman requested that this political aspect no longer be raised.
Egypt, while introducing no amendment himself, offered remarks and criticisms on various clauses of the resolution and stressed in particular that, as
it was now drafted, it would lead to stagnation of the programme at its present
level, which would not warrant expectation of significant results.
He also objected to the Israeli/Norwegian amendment, as funds would then
be diverted from projects to publicity.
He considered that it was agreed that the Arab League be consulted in
matters of economic development which included also technical assistance.
!rag supported the resolution, but requested separate votes on the
amendments.
He then replied to the Israeli delegate with respect to the Arab League
which without claiming to be the arbiter in the region was free to collaborate
or not with others.
As regards the French proposal to increase control by governments, he did
not fear that this would bring about political bickering into the operation of
the programme; but the administration of the programme itself might do it (an
allusion to TAA, in view of his statement of the other day) •
The Chairman once more intervened and stopped further discussion concerning
the Arab League.
FOURTH

COl~TTEE:

Morning ,and Af.temoon meetings

Factors which should be taken into account in deciding whether a territory is or
is not a territorr whose people have not yet attained a full measure of selfgovernment

...

- 4The action taken to amend the list of factors, the nature of the amendments adopted, and the circumstances of their adoption constitute one of the
most unfortunate episodes in the history of the Fourth Committee.
1. An unparalleled opportunity was miwsed to adopt a progressive text as
contained in the Brazilian resolution, with the possible support of a few, and
the neutrality of others, of the Administering Members.
Recormnendations resulting from some three years of work were overturned
in part of delegations represented on the Ad~
Committee.
2.

in

24 hours, on the proposal

3. Decisions were taken which, if endorsed by the ~neral Assembly, will
be ignored by the members of the United Nations directly concerned with those
decisions.
The situation, as regards procedure, is not yet clear and it might even
be. that a decision may be adopted on the Brazilian resolution today, which
would nullify the effects of the vote yesterday. This, however, would tend to
confound confusion further. The best prospect is that the question of factors
can be terminated rapidly, but that before it is treated in the ~neral Assembly
conciliation could be sought through a central group of Powers (possibly Brazil,
United States, Denmark).
SIXTH COMIITTTEE:

Afternoon meeting

Question. of the continuation of the functions of the United Nations Tribunal
in Libya

The joint draft _resolution submitted by Argentina and Egypt was adopted,
with slight drafting changes, by 43 votes for, none against, and 6 abstentions
(Soviet countries and Ethiopia).
According to the resolution the General Assembly would decide that the
United Nations Tribunal in Libya shall continue to function and would request
the Secretary-General, after consultation with the Governments concerned regarding. the future of the Tribunal, to report on this question to the General
Ass~ at its tenth session.
An amendment proposed by the United Kingdom to replace "tenth session"
by "ninth Session" was defeated.

AEPeal to States to accelerate their ratifications of, or accessions to,
the Convention on the prevention and punishment of the crime of genocide.
A joint draft resolution submitted by Cuba, France, Haiti, Liberia,
Panama. and Uruguay was adopted by 44 votes for, none against·, and 6 abstentions
(among them the United Kingdom, New Zealand, India and the Netherlands).
According to that draft resolution the General Assembly would reiterate
its appeal to States to accelerate their ratifications of, or accessions to,
the Genocide Convention and would request the Secretary-~neral to continue to

.

....... . . -

- 5undertake all necessary measures designed to ensure the widest possible diffusion of the nature, contents and purposes of the Convention.
The Secretary of the Committee made a statement stressing the importance
of the measures taken so far by the Secretary-General who has given an extensive
publicity to the Convention.
The Committee has so far disposed of four of the nine items on its agenda.
The next item "Transfer to the United Nations of functions and powers exercised
by the League of Nations" is also likely to be disposed of after a short debate.
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AD HOC POLITICAL CONMIT'IEE:

Morning meeting

Admission of new Members
The USSR draft resolution recommending simultaneous admission of
fourteen applicants was supported this morning by Czechoslovakia, Byelorussian SSR, Norway, Indonesia and Burma, with the latter expressing regret
that Japan was not also included in the list for which approval was sought.
Additional Latin American delegates have made inquiries regarding the
discontinuance of verbatim records for the Committee.
THIRD C(I4MITTEE:

Morning meeting

Programme of concerted practical action in the social field of the United
Nations and the specialized agencies
The level of the discussion was considerably raised chiefly by interventions of the representatives from France, Philippines and Canada. The
Chairman of the Committee has arranged for an informal meeting of the sponsors
of the draft resolution and the authors of the amendments thereto, and it is
hoped that an agreed or partially agreed text will emerge and that the item
may be concluded tomorrow, unless the USSR re-introduces amendments similar
in substance to those already rejected at the meeting of the Social Commission
and the Economic and Social Council.
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FIRST COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

Tunisia and Morocco
Although the Committee's two first items were separate items on the
agenda, the Chairman did not think that there would be objection to debates
covering elements common to both. He urged moderation in the Committee's
discussion of these, as well as its other items.
The Secretary then read a letter from Mr. Schumann, Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs of France, addressed to the Chairman, stating that the
delegation of France would again not take part in the discussions on Tunisia
and Morocco which his Government considered an "outright intervention of the
United Nations in matters falling essentially within the domestic jurisdiction
of France n.
The general debate opened with a statement of Pakistan. He first voiced
his delegation's regret at the absence of France and suggested that the Committee consider issuing an invitation to the French delegation to resume its
place. He then recalled the resolution adopted by the Assembly at its seventh
session and pointed out how the actions of France in Morocco since that time
had failed t .o live up to the Assembly's hopes. A round table discussion of
all political elements in Morocco and all political parties in France might
be the best me.a ns of resolving their conflicting ideas. In conclusion, he
submitted a draft resolution in line with his earlier suggestion, whereby, on
behalf of the members of the First Conmittee, the Chairman would request the
Government of France to reconsider its decision to abstain from the debate on
Morocco and by their presence assist the Committee to come to a fair and
equitable solution of the question.
Lebanon considered that this procedural motion took precedence over
the subst.a ntive debate and hoped for a decision at the present meeting. In
reply, the Chairman pointed out that rule 119 tended to preclude a decision
today, but invited discussion on the resolution. United Kingdom supported the
Chairman's view. Lebanon did not consider rule 119 mandatory and the issue
was decideQby vote. There were 21 votes in favour of voting today, 22
against, with 12 abstentions.
In reply to a query from Iran, the Chairman indicated that the next
meeting would start with the vote on the draft resolution of Pakistan, as
debate on the proposal appeared to have been exhausted.

THIRD COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

Programme of concerted practical action in the social field of the United
Nations and the specialized agencies

- 2-

Saudi Arabian and Egyptian delegates introduced an amendment to the
draft resolution presented by Ecuador, Philippines, United States of America
and Yugoslavia, requesting the deletion of words of "Thanks" to the ECOSOC
and "appreciation" of its proposals on the concerted programme of practical
action in the social field and objecting that paragraph 3 of the resolution
in their opinion gives the Council authority to report to the General Assembly
on this programme only when the Council believes it "appropriate". Iraq
joined in the criticism on the grounds that the basic issues had not been
considered by the General Assembly. These amendments and replies given by
a number od delegates have focussed attention on procedural questions and
relations of the General Assembly to the Council at the expense of a debate
on the substance of the programme and recommendation presented by the Council.
SIXTH COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

Invitiation to non-member States to become Parties to the Convention on the
Political.llights of Women
A joint draft resolution submitted by Cuba, the Dominican Republic,
Greece and the Philippines was adopted by 41 votes in favour, none against,
with 4 abstentions (Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom and the United
States).
That resolution requests the Secretary-General to dispatch an invitation
to each non~ember State which is or hereafter becomes a member of one or
more of the specialized agencies of the United Nations, or which is or hereafter becomes a Party to the Statute of the International Court of Justice.
Question of the continuation of the functions of the United Nations Tribunal
in Libya
The delegate of Argentina moved the adjournment of the meeting on the
ground that the delegate who was to present the draft resolution submitted
jointly by his country and Egypt had been unable to attend the meeting. The
motion was adopted by 27 votes for, 1 against, with 13 abstentions.
According to the draft resolution the General Assembly would decide that
the United Nations Tribunal in Libya shall continue to function and would request the Secretary-General, after consultation with the Governments concerned
regarding the continuation of the Tribunal's functions, to report on this
question to the General Assembly at its tenth session.
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!!?, !!QQ. POLITICAL COMMITTEE: Morning meeting
Admiss~on

of new Members

During this morning's meeting the Argentinian amendment setting a
four-week time limit for the work of the Good Offices Committee was withdrawn. At the suggestion of the representative of Argentina, the representat~ve of Peru agreed to withdraw from his draft resolution the paragraph
in the preamble "considering that the efforts of the General Assembly to
facilitate. the admission of new members have not met with success".
It was learned that the membership of the proposed Committee of Good
probably would be composed of the following countries: Peru, the
Netherlands, Pakistan.
Off~ces

Some Latin American delegates ha"Ve enquired about the reason for the
~continuation of the verbatim record for the Ad Hoc Political Committee.
The matter may be brought up at a future meetin€:of the Committee.
FIFTH COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

The Fifth Committee, after almost two full meetings of tiresome discussion,
finally settled the question of Technical Assistance Administration appropriations for 1954. The discussion was interrupted for two further contributions
to the general debate on the budget from Byelorussia and Sweden respectively.
The Swedish de1egate (von Otter) commenced by paying tribute to the
work that had been accomplished by the former Secretary-General - he has been
the only member of the Committee to have done so - and spoke briefly about
the necessity of drawing a clear line between administrative and operational
costs of the United Nations. He referred to the Swedish c6ntribution assessment, the implication being that her proportionate assessment was still a
relatively high one. He concluded by stressing the need for giving the new
Secretary-General ample time and opportunity of reaching sound conclusions
in the matter of the re-organization proposals, aptly emphasizing his paint
by stating that a suit which may have fitted Mr. Trygve Lie would not necessarily lie elegantly on the frame of Mr. Hammarskjold, and that the Fifth
Committee would therefore be well advised not to act impatiently, but to
first make sure of the latter's measurements so that the final product would
be well tailored to the present organizational needs.
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Some fifteen additional speakers took part in the discussion of the
Technical Assistance estimates, their remarks being directed, for the most
part, to the United States proposal for fixing a ceiling on administrative
and indirect. operational expenditures, of $1,400,000. At an early stage in
the morning's proceedings, Mr. Keenlezside was invited to reply to questions
that had been addressed to him yesterday and to comment, on behalf of the
Secretary-General, on the United States proposal. Both his introductory
remarks yesterday and his further interventionary remarks this morning were
most effective. Indeed, in my experience of Secretariat presentations before
the Fifth Committee, Keenleyside is by far the ablest and most persuasive departmental head and one of the few who has been consistently successful in getting
his way. He correctly judged the sense of the Committee by suggesting that the
purpose of the United States proposal might be adequately met if an appropriate
reference to it were made in the Rapporteur's report, together with the assurance
of the Secretary-General's representative that every possible effort would be
made to hold administrative expenses to a ~ of $1,400,000. This idea
was gladly seized upon by most of the ensuing speakers, with the result that
by the end. of the discussion the United States had been completely routed.
Indeed, the only delegation to give them any direct support was the USSR, and
even their support was rather half-heartedLy given. The latter, in a brief
statement, said that the Soviet delegation fully shared the opinions expressed
to the effect that technical assistance to under-developed countries was one of
the most important activities of the United Nations. It considered the United
States proposal correct in principle since it was not intended to reduce in any
way actual operational expenditures - that whether or not there was a formal
resolution should be fulfilled in as effective a manner as possible. However,
the United States had realized that their case was a hopeless one and had
already agreed privately to withdraw their proposal and to accept Keenleyside's
suggestion as endorsed by various delegations. Thereupon the appropriations
for Sections 91 27, 28 and 29 as recommended by the Advisory Committee, were
unanimously approved.
The results were consequently entirely satisfactory, although much too
much time was expended in reaching them. The Committee is therefore running
somewhat behind achedule, but we shall endeavour to increase the pressure a
little during next week.
SECOOD COMMITTEE:

Morning me-eting

Expanded Programme ot Technical Assistance for the economic development of
under-developed. countries and technical assistance _in public administration
The general debate continued on items 27 and 61 with the following
speakers:
Uruguay: first explained in de.tail the measures in their constitution
which safeguard human rights and their e.f forts to promote the economic and
industrial progress of their people. He then expressed the warm support of
his country for the technical assistance programme.

-3Lebanon:
in his country.

praised the programme, both in general and in terms of results
He welcomed the participation of the USSR, Poland and

Czechoslovakia.
With respect to the operation and administration of the expanded programme, he thought that the present difficulties did not stem from inadequacies
of arrangements., but from the very success of the programme which resulted in
its rapid expansion. He hoped that the governments would find a procedure for
pledging contributions for more than one year at a time.
Czechoslovakia: praised the technical assistance which the USSR gave them
and stressed that Czechoslovakia also gave such assistance to other People's
Democracies. They now wished to parti·c ipate also in the UN programme so as to
make available to other countries the benefit of their industrial develoJ!Ilent,
their skilled experts and equipment. In doing s·o , they would follow along the
lines of the pertinent resolutions of the Council and the General Assembiy. In
this connection, he stressed that the UN programme should not be co-ordinated
with other outside programmes.
He found the administrative costs of the programme too high and did not
think that resident representatives were needed unless the country concerned
e~pressly requested one.
Finally, he considered that assistance should be concentrated in the
United Nations and not be given through the specialized agencies as was now
the case •

.k!!l: thought that the results already achieved through the programme
did not receive enough publicity through the United Nations and, in this
connection, the Department of Public Information could better co-operate with
the resident representatives through their regional offices on the spot.
As long-range planning was of crucial importance, he hoped that a formula
would. be found for pledges to be made for a longer period in advance.
the United Nations programme had so far done little and
Ukrainian SSR:
had great drawback& especially as it concentrated on sending out experts
instead of developing the econ~ of the receiving countries. On the other
hand, insufficient attention was paid to giving equipment and machines to those
countries. The resident representatives were of little use for the economic
development of a country and even mixed into their internal affairs.
He thought that a review of the operation of the programme was necessary;
the administrative costs now constituted one-quarter of the entire appropriations.
Brazil: in reviewing the past and future of the programme, he stressed
that the possibla danger of political deviation was now avoided and that the
programme was being applied without extraneous conditions being linked to it.
He was satisfied with the fact that the USSR, Poland and Czechoslovakia were
now participating.
He said that there existed a slightly divergent emphasis, as the underdeveloped countries considered the technical assistance programme as a preparatory stage for financial aid, whereas the developed countries, on the
contrary, thought that technical assistance was a substitute for an investment

- 4programme.

However, at present these two points of view were drawing closer.

Ecuador: stressed the desirability of including in the teams sent to
under-developed countries some experts also from less-developed countries as it
was easier for them to understand the conditions and the "ambiance" prevailing
there.
There are three more speakers for the general debate, after which discussion
will take place on the resolutions.

...,
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SECOND COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance for the economic development of
under-developed countries and technical assistance in public administration
The general debate continued on items 27 and 61 with the following
speakers:
Burma: stressed that already for 1953 the participating agencies asked
for 40 million dollars whereas the Econorr~c and Social Council and the General
Assembly fixed the maximum at 25 million. He hoped that for the future the
contributions would allow for a maximum extension of the programme with minimum
costs possible.
Bolivia: wondered hmf more funds might be collected to meet needs .
However, already, with few funds, much had been achieved . He gave numerous
instances of the positive results in his country and praised individual experts and specialized agencies, as well as the Resident Representative .
Netherlands: welcomed the position taken by the Secretary-General with
respect to the importance of technical assistance .
He realized that economies were necessary in the United Nations budget,
but, as his Foreign Minister had said in plenary, cuts should not be made in
technical assistance and refugee activities, where the UN should on the contrary do more than at present . Notwithstanding recent difficulties in the
Netherlands due to the floods , his Government was going to raise its contribution for 1954 from the present $400,000 to $600,000. He hoped that other
countries would contribute enough to allow at least the total amount to be the
same as that spent in 1953.
He stressed the importance of country planning which meant a geographical
decentralization of the programme .
The French suggestion to increase the governments 1 role in the approval of
the programme should be carefully examined. His Government had not yet reached
a conclusive opinion about this, a s the procedure might have political drawbacks.
With respect to the French proposal that non-Member governments should be
drawn into the control machinery, he pointed out that they had such an opportunity already through their membership in the regional commissions and
specialized agencies.
He would gladly support the draft resolution on technical assistance in
public administration.

- 2 -

Finally, he appealed to the Great Powers to do their utmost in supporting
the programme.
WHO (Dr. Dorolle): made a statement emphasizing the health aspect in any
efforts towards economic development, and vice versa.
Iraq: while praising the programme, he had some observations to make.
First, he was in favour of ~educing documentation in connection with the programme . Next, he suggested that in fixing experts' salaries, comparison should
be made at least with salaries of high level national officials in the countries
concerned.
On the matter of the broader role of governments in the control of the
programme, the position of his Government was still open.
Referring to the TAA in particular, he regretted that many fellowships
were turned down by that body on the grounds of inadequate background of candidates, whereas more fellowships were given to candidates from more developed
countries.
His Government had increased its contribution for the third period of the
programme and he announced that the sum pledged would be paid immediately.
Poland: said he would concentrate upon some general problems of broader
interest. He stressed the importance of the USSR's participation in the programme which would give it the advantage of the wide technical experience of
that country. Regarding financial and administrative procedures, the moment
had now come for a revision in order to achieve economies. In particular, the
so-called indirect operational costs should be reduced by TAB; in addition, in
view of the financial difficulties, it would be better to do less but to do
better. He did not approve of the Advisory Committee's suggestion that those
"indirect" costs be divided between the various projects because this would
camouflage the real picture of the administrative costs of the programme.
~fuile co-ordination of projects was important, it should be mainly the
task of the countries concerned, and the resident representatives should not
be put in a position to interfere in national policies. He said that, also
allegedly for co-ordination purposes, there was a tendency to link the UN
programme with some outside programmes. This was not desirable as the aim of
the United Nations programme was quite different from some of the others which
served political and strategic interests of some countries. Therefore TAB
should be watchful and guarantees should be sought in this respect.

France:

gave some clarifications on his previous remarks in the debate.

He said that some governments had already expressed their agreement with
the need for a closer control of the programme through governments . The
present orientation of the programme and the distribution of funds required
review. France would make suggestions to this effect, not at present, but in
the regular way through the Technical Assistance Committee and ECOSOC to the
next General Assembly, with respect to the 1955 progranme.

~.

--

- 3 He underli~ed a principle which seemed to be controversial. Under present
difficulties, it was agreed that projects should first serve the development of
resources of each country. However, this was difficult to achieve in view of
th4 automatic allocations of funds to participating agencies, the percentage of
which was established before any practical experience had been gained, and mostly
by chance. As long as this was so, neither thepermanent Ex:ecuti ve Chairman of
TAB nor the resident representatives would be able to fulfil the hopes placed
in them. Therefore a more rational method should be devised.
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FIFTH COl-ilU
/

The Fifth Coamittee h ld
r ther drear.y
tu1g, devoted to some ten
further st t , ents made in the gen ral. d1 cue- ion of tho bud et. The proc ed1n.gs were \light.tmed only by tb con ribution of ~.r . Gan
( rpnc ) , who
poke ext por oousl.y and with his customary flu noy, wit and trankn as. In
c
with ·oat of those who have so t
po
he .focus
rticu.larly on
th question of the
cretary: seneral ' a re-ort:
tion propoa&ls which, he
intimat d, would
cc ptable to hie del g tio 1 only if they rotrulted in an
overall r ductioo in th6 total of t f of ppro
t ly .five percent . Thi
targ t, h suggested, ahould be chieved by 1955 in ord r to o.rten the impact.
H devoted con id rable att tiol'l to the U gional .1cono · c Col'.f'lmissions and implied that perhaps on import t r aeon tor th lack ot full and eft etive
int gration of the pror . es and activities ot th Cot:missione with thos
carri
out sim.ultan u l.y t Head
rters was t
t ct that the three Executive v cr te.r1
- Myrdal, Pr biach and Lokan than - wero tbr
n or outstanding intellectual and professional ability who had a n tural tendency,
in con qu ce, to a.
rt their ind pendence - the mor so since their
oppo ite numbere at H adqua.rters w r not &l
of th
high calibre.
•
al o rais
a matter which ora careful watching, 1n that
he con ider
the .form of the budg t Nquired rov! w. H w s critical of
th latitude thnt th ' cretary- Oeneral pr
1tly has to trans! r funds within
S ctions and sur,gested that the time had arriv
wh
this hould be much more
seve ly r strictod. Thi , he suggested., might b acco: plished either by
having
larger .numb r ot budget section , or ot limiting the right ot trans! r to chapt rs v.l.thin each section .

Ret rring to the decisions of the dmini trativ Tribunal, ho stnted t t
U F ncb d 1 gation wa p pared to sup rt th st.nnd which th
retaryGen al had t
n
d he pointed out that tho
cretary- neral had two
alt rnativ with re poet to financing the ind 1t1 s which the Tribunal
hae orde
•
1thur t.o
ve soueht the concurrence of th
dVioory C
tte
for a tr
fer, which rocedure, h consid r d, ould h
be
a fie.xibl ,
discre t and diplomatic on , though perh ps
t elueive, or to have
requ t
a supt-)1
tary ppropriation wh!ch.. he admitt d, wa.s the no
fr
and honest procedure, though on which y occasion an iba.rr ssing
dobat • Ho ever, th French delog tion b d to bow to the lofty otives which
creta.I7-Gonoral to decide on the 1 tter course.
had led the
On the subject o! tax reil::lburs
N tiona had p rhaps ppronched this

t h expre:ss
the vi w t"tl.s.t th<; r't·ited
tter too timidly 1n the past, and that
whilst fully aeknO\-tl ging the Organization 's
titude for the help the
Uni~ .:ttates ha.d
dor ,. th ti
had perhape arrlv when the position
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&hould be put very blunUy and !orcib~y b tore tb Unit ,d ~t ten Congress .
1'he G ral A o ly had not been ins1.-t nt enou,gh. He expressed di
ement
with the s cr tary neral' proposals to inerea the siz of the Working
Capital F\md and to enlarge the eize of tho cU.n1ng ro
and eateteri • On tho
la.tt r subj .et h felt that he wa quallti
both by nat.ionsli ty and by experi ee to speak with
uthority.

:;n tho course of his remarks he mad gentl.e and polite ret rtmee to the
d sirabUity of th Secret ry ne l'a ooca onal p rane $ 1n th Fifth
C
ttoe. lief
to the
cretary neral'• bope that his a socia.t1
with th Corumitt would b a clo and fruittul o , Ar .
m said t t
nothing can be an effeQtiV substitute for
tew minutes att nd&nce fron time
to t · • I f 1 bound to say that, in rey- opinion, he said what
s 1n the
minds of quite m.ltllber of Committ e m hers, and lthou h it is ree.liz · that
the cret ey ner l will
obli~ t•d to s nd a good deal of t
in the
C
tte wb it takes up the questions ot Peraonnel Policy and R -o
1 ti
I would ~epectftllly suggest that the good will which doubt. dly now exist ,
wiU be more urely secur d and strengthen d if the
cr t.ary. neral. could
ppear in person once in
while during the next few eke .
• G
• s fondness tor cln Si l
1 r t rring to the Seoroto.ry-0 ner
quotations: eor•clud his
ke by uoting Voltair • UnfortUMtely, I did
not c toh the quotation xaotl.y and hav only a eneral knO\IIlcd of it, but
it had something to do dth ' light co

from

th~

!orth'.

The ot.her dele at
part.ic1pa.t1ng in the g~ner l debate WflftU li oole.via, Poland, Dominican public, Iraq, Syria, Ukrainian SSR, the Phillppin ~a
and liberia.. r:othing of a.r y i gr1ificance w s said .

Po
do a not lik . blie Info~tio • tb Phi
e hav a bigh
r egard foJ!' t
de
t of .PubUc Info
tio 1 whil st I4 ·· r i • te Un c
only be d scribed aa "stati on . In f ct, the Liberian
ct, has
1 I su
come to m ting well brief by the Director ot the 1<1'..onrovia Into
tion
Cent • §v:±a inti.ma.t d th t sooner or later tb Arab d l ation would be
s . king to invok Rule 59, under hich doC\ nts of the O.n ral A ae bl,y sbtLU,
it the A
ly so deoid a, b publl bed in languag s other tl
the official
l.w:
.es.
This afternoon the ~o
will roee d with co i daratiox of the
Toehnical ssist ce eet' ~ • The Unit d ~tat s hae gi
notie of a
rosolut1o t1:d.ng a ceiling of total dninietrativ expe w ot 1, 400, 000 100, 000 lo r than th c tiling proposed by t
Advi or:; ~o.. rl.tt e .

The CorMdttee conelutled th

consideration of thie item.

Of th original dr t reaolutio proposed by t.. or
, only t.h~ am n
to Article 38 of t.he rules of procedure providing that th Gen ral C

,

- 3 c npr13 th Chai
n o£ the .!S1 .llgs Political C ittee was dopt
nts subwitt by the Unit
in
l
also opted; the fir t
rul 39 in order to brin it into confo
ty with the
d d rul
cond o
ends rul 9S to bring it into co 1.formity with the
n nt introdu
to rule 2, which c ll for clo
dat • rather th
a tare$t dat , for the aeesion fixed b the Gon ral As :bly.

shall aleo
Two
n
e
e ds
JB; the s

•

ndr.lent to rtU.e 73 to the etfect
ts a motio to limit tho t
to be allotted
r or the number of t es
~~Y
ak, th pro s~r or th
jectod the propo ed

t

a r presontativ. au

to each sp
.otion
two repr S«lt tiVO
y speak in favour of,
d t"'O . in t, th
r10tion 1 att.or wh1oh the motion shall be :klm di t ly put to the vot •

outline of the pr otic

j ot d.

:'3

Th ne:.rt. 1t
u thtt g
, •Invi t tion to
1es to the Conv~mtion on th Political Right
touorrow.

o.

ber States to
cane
of ~/omen" , will b take 1 up

.@ ~ POUTlCAL CO OO:'l"''F.E: . AJ.lernson

rna

tin_e

poora
The Peruvian dr ft re lution to
r c ived th support of
, L
during the course of this a!'ten.o

stabli h a good office
1

C

da

rl de

S
!'urther tated that it would support the U' SR dr&rt
it connidored that thi cour o! action would also xpres the vi
ority ot Cl · h s ot t
A.S:i
ly tor the consid ration ot the nAl"l'11llnen
ers . The USSR draft '
a.loo supported by the repre
ta.t1
ian SSR.
~~~;;;:;: and

Cub reit r ted th ir interpretatio s
"'""',........ eio by the a n ral ee bly
adlock in the Security Council.

era wa

clo ed this afternoon.

TheN are now .32 del
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THIRD CO

TEEa

Aa a. r sult of contact and consult tiona which were arranged bet n
deleg t.ions and t.l repr ent· tiv ot S:a:!a, the latter withdrew that part of
hie
t which sk
tor report tro the cretary-General on the propos
resolution for the ninth so 81on of the
eral Ass bly d therefore
involved the incl. · ion of t
it
o the ae d.a ot th next s seion of
t
Gen raJ. A
ly. He al o &ereed with th
stion which had be
e
at th l st
eting by the Cbai
lly propos · o.t today' s
eting
1 and fo
bf
a
to refer thu econd part of his
ont dealing with the
questionnaire re tin8 to 'l'ru t T rritori e to th plenary, With r comm nd tio that it l reterr to th Fourth Conrnitt
tor t'u.rther consideration
d port thereon. Tho representative of Afghanistan md it cl.
that his
propoBal did not 1nvol
in any \tftly the question ot the e
tenc of t
Third Co
tt e . The
tt
ebowod no iJ,lterest ccncerning sugg etione by
Syr a and
t that the Syrian
t might be conside d in a joint meetinst
of th Third and Fourth Co itt
FOURTH COl

TTEE:

rning and aft moon
etiM!

In vi w ot the n eroue
ndment subs:d.tt by the lov d l g tion
to both the Brn~Uian draft resolution
d to th list of ! cton as eont med
in the report of th Ad ,c COt:lmitt
on FRctor , uftici nt t e tor study
re
etoo. The B zilian .'Ct is th ore conciliator,y but, even if none
ot the ameM:nenta ar adopt , it 18 unlikely tho.t y of the Adminietering
mb ra vlll vote tor it.

In its o.fternoon eting, the Fifth Co tte Marcl two more general
st tomenta .from Belgium and Greece respecti vel.y.
s prim.arily pre-

.lem

oceupi
with th t&.ult and tailings o! tho ~ creta.ria.t 1n not paying euftic1ent att ntion t.o its lang ge obligations. Alleged failures to 1 ue
documents in official lrul
s 1n time for th ir d
te co sideration wa.
described as "d plorable negll
ce in the pplioo.t.ion of th 1M ,
e rules
ot proc dure" . 'l'h t ot that Jllal'lY, particularly nior members, war
llngu 1 was also the subject ot pointed cr1tic1 •

l!

Consideration of the ti.l':late for 't clmieal. Aesi t c ection of the
bud"et developed into a full dr a deb to, spark d by the United States propooaJ. to fix a ceiling of $1,40 ,ooo for administl"&tive coste. or the fourteen
delegations who have so far particip ted, the
jority have expressed so
he itation in going along with the ide of t1xing an arbitrary oeiline of
c ntral dministrativ and indirect oper tional coats, and the likelihood i
that the Units'ed Stat s will
ttl for e. oo~ promi
arran
nt wh reby an
appropriate para.gr ph will b includ
in the
pport..eur•a re rt, with
Ke nl ysid giving an aseuranee, on behalf of-the Jeoret ry-General, that
every poaeibl effort will
mad to ch1eve the target of 1 1 400,000.

Co

The fact o£ the matter is, o£ cour e, t t noboqy, i ncluding the Advi ory
ttee and th Unit State del gation, hae any clear or exact ide of

what, in ! ct, i

an adminietrativ

as contra ted with an o

rational co t •.

Eight
re d le tiona ar in cribed to peak tomorrow, after which the
Co
ttee will approv the appropriations as requested by the SecrE.ItaryGen ral and concurred in by th
dvisory C
ttoo . Followir.r. this thoro
may be on or two more general tate
ts.
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FILE NO.- - - - - -

CONFIDENTIAL
TO:

The Secretary-General

FROM:

Bruce R. Turner,
Fifth Committee.

SUBJECT:

Proceedings of the Fifth Committee - 3B3rd Meeting

Secretary, ~~

The Fifth Committee held a rather dreary meeting, devoted to some
ten further statements made in the general discussion of the budget.
The proceedings were enlightened only by the contribution of Mr. Ganem
(France), who spoke extemporaneously and with his customary fluency, wit
~
.
and frankness.
In common with most of those who have so far spoken he
focussed particularly on the question of the Secretary-General's reorganisation proposals which, he intimated, would be acceptable to his
delegation only if they resulted in an overall reduction in the total
of staff of approximately five percent.

This target, he suggested,

should be achieved by 1955 in order to soften the impact.

He devoted

considerable attention to the Regional Economic Commissions and implied
that perhaps one important reason for the lack of full and effective integration of the programmes and activities of the Commissions with those
carried out simultaneously at Headquarters was the fact that the three
Executive Secretaries - Myrdal, Prebisch and Lokanathan - were three men
of outstanding intellectual and professional ability who had a natural
tendency, in consequence, to assert their independence - the more so since
their opposite numbers at Headquarters were not always of the same high
calibre.
l'ir. Ganem also raised a matter which bealJ careful watching, in that

he considered the form of the budget r4quired revi.ew.

He i'las critical of

the latitude that the Secretary-General presently has to fransfer funds
within Sections and suggested that the time had arrived when this should be
much more severely restricted.
This, he suggested, might be accomplished
either by having a larger number of budget sections, or of limiting the right

- 2 of transfer

~

~

chapters within each section.

Referring to the decisions of the Administrative Tribunal, he stated that
the French delegation was prepared to support the stand which the SecretaryGeneral had taken and he pointed out that the Secretary-General had two alterna-

~

tives with respect to financing the indemnities which the Tribunal has a"s1aed.
Ei~h~r

to have sought the concurrence of the Advisory Committee for a transfer,

which procedure, he considered, would have been a flexible, discreet and diplomatic. one, though perhaps somewhat elusive, or to have requested a supplementary
appropriation which, he admitted, was the more frank and honest procedure,
though one which may occasion an embarrassing debate.

However , the French

delegation had to bow to the lofty motives which had led the Secretary-General
to decide on the latter course.
On the subject of tax reimbursement he expressed the view that the United
Nations had perhaps approached this matter too timidly in the past, and that
whilst fully acknowledging the Organisation 's gratitude

for~~

United States

had rendered, the time had perhaps arrived when the position should be put very
bluntly and

fo~cibly

before the United States Congress.

The General Assembly

had not been ~sistent enough.

He expressed disagreement with the Secretaryc;;
General's proposals to increase the size of the Working Capital Fund and~enlarge
the size of the dining-room and cafeteria.

On the latter subject he felt that

he was qualified both by nationality and by experience to speak with some
authority.
In the course of his remarks he made gentle and polite reference to the
desirability of the Secretary-General's occasional appearances in the Fifth
Committee.
Referring to the Secretary-General's hope that his association with
the Committee would be a close and fruitful one, Mr. Ganem said that nothing can
be an effective substitute for a few minutes attendance from time to time.
I feel bound to say that, in my opinion, he said what was in the minds of quite
a number of Committee members, and although it is realised that the SecretaryGeneral will be obligated to spend a good deal of time in the Committee when it
takes up the questions of Personnel Policy and Re-organisation, I would respectfully suggest that the goodwill which undoubtedly now exists, will be more surely
secured and strengthened if the Secretary-General could appear in person once in
a while during the next few weeks.
Mr. Ganem, referring to the Secretary-General's fondness for classical
quotations, concluded his remarks by quoting Voltaire.
Unfortunately, I did not
catch the quotation exactly and have only a general knowledge of it, but it had
something to do with 'light coming from the North' .

- 3 The other delegates participating in the general debate were:
Yugoslavia, Poland, Dominican Republic, Iraq, Syria, Ukrainian S.S.R . , the
Philippines and Liberia .

Nothing of any significance was said .

Poland
does not like Public Information, the Phili£pines
have a high
~
....
regard for the Department of P6blic Information, whilst Liberia's feeling can
only be described as ~tatic' .
In fact, the Liberian mem~~:~ct, has
come to meeting well briefed by the Director of the Monrovia<Centre .
Syria
_.,.. intimated that sooner or later the Arab delegations would be seeking to
invoke Rule 59, under which documents of the General Assembly shall, if the
Assembly so w&cb r

u~a

decides, be published in languages obher than the official

languages .
This afternoon the Committee will proceed with consideration of the
Technical Assistance estimates .

The United States has given notice of a

resolution fixing a ceiling of total administrative expenses of $1,400,000 $100, 000 lower than the ceiling proposed by the Advisory Committee .

Reoort to the Secretary-General
366th meeting
6 October 1953

Sixth Committee

Measures to limit the duration of regular sessions of the General Assembly
The Committee concluded the consideration of this item.
Of the original draft resolution proposed by Norv;ay U/C.p/1.;~._92./.fte:v.J::i'
only the amendment to Article 38 of the rules of procedure providing that
the General Committee shall also comprise the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Political Committee was adopted.

Two amendments submitted by the United Kingdom

were also adopt ed; the first one amends rule 39 in order to bring it into
conformity with the amended rule 38; the second one amends rule 98 to bring
it into conformitY, with the amendment introduced~ Piii<l't&tldfi'*eM fi(JII)
to rule 2, which calls for a closing date, rather than a t arget dat e , for
the session fixed by the General Assembly.
The Committee rejected the proposed amendment to rule 73 to the
effect that when a representative submits a motion to limit the time to
be allotted to each speaker or the number of times he mqy speak, the
proposer of the motion and t wo repres entatives may speak in favour of,
and two against, the motion, after which the motion shall be immediately
put to the vote.
The proposed inclusion of an annex to the rules of procedure of
an outline of the practices recommended by the Special Committee was also
rejected.
The next item on the agenda, "Invitation to non-member States to
become parties t o the Convention on the Political Rights of \'/omen", will
be taken up tomorrovt.

6 October 1953
Daily Report
CONFIDENTIAL
THIRD COMMITTEE
From Mr. Vakil
Development of political rights of women in territories where these rights
are not fully enjoyed

As a r esult of contact and consultations which were arranged between some
delegations and the representative

of~a,

the latter withdrew that part of his

amendment which asked for a report from the Secretary-General on the proposed
resolution for the ninth session of the General Assembly and therefore involved
the inclusion of the same item on the agenda of the next session of the General
Assembly.

He also agreed with the suggestion which had been made at the last

meeting by the Chairman, and formally proposed at to-day's meeting by Afghanistan,
to ref er the second part of his amendment dealing With the questionnaire relating
to Trust Territories to the plenar,y, with a recommendation that it be referred
to the Fourth Committee for further consideration and report thereon. The
representative of Afghanistan made it clear that his proposal did not involve
in any way the question of the competence of the Third Committee.

The Committee

....

showed no interest concerning suggestions by Syria and Haiti that the Syrian
,..,.

[

amendment might be considered in a joint meeting of the Third and Fourth Committees .

TO

DATE

D
Y REPORT
THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
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Bruce R. Turner, Secretary, 11
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SUBJECT:

Proceedings of the Fifth Committee - 384th Meeting

8

In its afternoon meeting, the Fifth Committee heard two more general

statements from Belgium and Greece respectively.

Belgium was primarily

preoccupied with the faults and failings of the Secretariat in not paying
sufficient attention to its language obligations.

Alleged failures to

issue documents in official languages in time for their adequate consideration was described as "deplorable negligence in the application of the
language rules of procedure".

The fact that many, particularly senior

members, were monolingual, was also the subject of pointed criticism.
Consideration of the estimates for Technical Assistance sections of

.....

the budget developed

....
proposal, t;gp~·

~to

a fulldress debate, sparked by the United States

ef ltf\iefi ie ai5tse:etred .

Of the fourteen delegations who have

so far participated, the majority have expressed some hesitation in going
along with the idea of fixing an arbitrary ceiling of central administrative
and indirect operational costs, and the likelihood is that the United States
will settle for a compromis4 arrangement whereby an appropriate paragraph
will be included in the Rapporteur's report, with Keenleyside giving an
assurance, on behalf of the Secretary-General, that every possible effort
will be mad~ to achieve the target of $1.4 million.
The fact of the matter is, of course, tha6 nobody, including the
Advisory Committee and the United States delegation, has any clear or exact
idea of what, in fact, is an administrative as contrasted with an operational
cost.
Eight more delegations are inscribed to speak tomorrow, after which the
Committee will approve the appropriations as requested by the Secretary-General
ana concurred in bythe Advisory Committee.
or two more general statements.

Following this there may be one
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FOURTH COMI'4ITTEE:

Morning meeting

Factors which should be taken into account in deciding whether a territory
is or is not a territory whose people have not yet attained a full measure
of self-government
After prolonged negotiations between several interested delegations,
Brazil submitted a draft resolution. In the view of several of the nonAdministering Members it is not worded sufficiently strongly to emphasize
the competence of the General Assembly to decide whether information under
Article 73 e should cease. It may, however, gain the support of such Members
in the hope of arr~v~ng at a compromise acceptable to the Administering
Members and of reaching a conclusion of this item.
AD HOC POLITICAL COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

Admission of new Members
Support for the Peruvian proposal to create a good offices committee was
expressed this afternoon by the United States and the United Kingdom.
The United States remarked that in view of the Soviet attitude, it was
not now clear what roads would be open to the good offices committee, but at
any rate it would keep in liaison with the members of the Council. It must
further be borne in mind that a Charter review conference was called for in
the future, which would consider proposed amendments. It was important in
the meanwhile to study the possible means of overcoming the deadlock which
surrounded the question of admissions.
In the face of adverse reactions from several delegations, which were
voiced this afternoon by the United Kingdom, the representative of Argentina
is not now pressing either for his proposal to suspend the general debate or
for his amendment in that connection to the Peruvian draft limiting the
committee of good offices to four weeks' work.

The Chairman stated that he would close the list of speakers tomorrow
at five o'clock, if there were no objections.

. . . . -'!
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HOC POLITICAL COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

Admission of new Members
The general debate on this item was opened with statements by Greece,
Peru, Egypt, Belgium, Union of South Africa and the USSR, who explained their
views on the legal and political aspects of the question dealt with in the
report of the Special Committee.
Two new trends were introduced into the discussion this afternoon. The
representative of Egypt suggested that the Chairman use his position to convene
a private gathering of the u.s., the USSR, and any others he thought desirable,
with a view to exploring whether any compromise solution, such as that put forward in the Peruvian draft resolution, would be acceptable to those PovTers.
The other idea, put fo~mrd by the representative of Argentina, was that
the Good Offices Committee suggested by Peru should get down to work during
the course of the present session of the Assembly, and should report to the
Assembly in four weeks how it was getting on. In the meantime, he thought,
the Ad Hoc Committee should suspend its debate on the substance of the question.
At the close of the meeting, he submitted this in writing as an amendment to
the Peruvian draft resolution.
THIRD COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

The Chairman pointed out that the paragraph 2 of the Syrian amendment
referring to the Trusteeship Council and the questionnaire relating to the
Trust Territories seemed to belong properly to the field of subjects dis.cussed in the Fourth Committee. He suggested therefore that the representative
of Syria agree to the Committee referring his amendment to the plenary, with a
recommendation that the amendment be forwarded to the Fourth Committee .
The representative of Syria referred to the Charter provisions concerning
the jurisdiction of the General Assembly vis a vis the Trusteeship Council and
also to precedents in the General Assembly of-actions concerning Non-SelfGoverning-Territories and Trust Territories in other committees than the
Fourth Committee. He therefore thought the Third Committee was competent to
deal with the problem. He nevertheless revised his amendment concerning the
questionnaire limiting it to questions relative to the status of women .
FOURTH COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

It has not yet been possible to obtain the production of a draft resolution on facUxs but such a text is being circulated among the group of delegations
and a final text is promised to the Secretariat by Monday.

•

J ..
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The representative of Denmark informed the Committee of the new constitutional status of Greenland and of the Danish communication to the SecretaryGeneral. He stated that Denmark accepted the procedure by which this communication would be examined by the Committee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territories in 1954. He stated, however, that his Government could in no way
accept any review or revision of the Danish constitution by the General Assembly.
The request for an oral hearing from the Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico
was mentioned by the Chairman who stated that the members could see the communication on request. No proposal for any further action was made and the
request will probably lapse.

Mr. Hopkinson was able to deliver his speech, which was more in the
nature of a plenary Assembly than a Fourth Committee speech. In it he made
the following statement: 11 At a later stage, my delegation may wish to put
forward certain concrete proposals to the Committee designed to ensure that
the matters with which we deal are examined not solely within a preconceived
political framework but as world-wide problems to the solution of which all
countries can contribute".
The representative of the Dominican Republic made one of his usual complaints concerning the summary records on what he alleged to be discriminatory
treatment against speakers of the Spanish langugage.

,..

•
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SIXTH COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

Measures to limit the duration of regular sessions of the General Assembly
Two amendments of a limited scope were proposed by the United Kingdom.
The first one amends rule 39 of the rules of procedure of the General Assembly
in order to bring it into conformity with the proposed amendment to rule 38
calling for the participation of the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee to the
General Committee. The second one amends rule 98 of the rules of procedure
to bring it into conformity with the amendment introduced to rule 2 which
called for a closing date instead of a target date for the session fixed by
the General Assembly.
Another amendment was introduced by Guatemala and Ecuador, the result
of which would be the deletion of paragraph 2 of the Norwegian draft resolution calling for a revision of article 73 of the rules of procedure.
Fourteen delegates took the floor this morning. However, no new
argument was presented. Little support was voiced in favour of the Norwegian
draft proposal.
The proposed amendment to rule 73 encountered the opposition of the Soviet
and Arab countries and several Latin American countries.
The proposed amendment to rule 38 which several delegations consider to
be outside the scope of the present item is, however, likely to be adopted.
In such a case, it is expected that the United Kingdom amendments would also
be adopted.
In the course of the debate, the delegate of the Philippines asked
whether it would be possible to the Secretariat to publish the proposed consolidated annex to the rules of procedure as a separate document .
The Secretary of the Committee replied that the Secretariat would study
the suggestion but that he doubted that it would serve a useful purpose if
suggestions were published apart from the rules of procedure, which would be
a departure from the practice established by former resolutions of the General
Assembly.
Two speakers remained on the list.
on Monday.

The vote is expected to take place
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FIFTH COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

The Fifth Committee met this morning and, contrary to expectations,
occupied itself for approximately two hours with further statements from
Iran, Czechoslovakia, the Netherlands, Canada, Cuba, China and Pakistan.
The estimates for Section 14 - Legal Department, were also approved on the
basis of the Advisory Committee's recommendations.
The general discussion was uninspiring with little said of any significance. Iran was critical of the Secretariat representation of Asians;
Czechoslovakia endorsed the USSR 's budget ceiling proposal; Canada made a
temperate and, in contrast with many of t he statements, friendly contribution.
The delegate acknowledged that a good attempt had been made to stabilize, and
urged that, considering the co-operative attitude which the Secretary-General
had shown and his willingness to operate the essential services and activities
of the Secretariat within the appropriations recommended by the Advisory
Committee, the Fifth Committee would be well advised to reciprocate by proceeding quickly with the approval of the estimates without fooling around too
much with attempts either to increase or to decrease the amounts recommended
for appropriation.
On the basis of the discussions so far, it is evident that the SecretaryGeneral's introductory statement has made a very favourable impression.
Probably the matter which is receiving the greatest attention is the question
of re-organization, and I have the impression that rather high hopes are being
built on the assurances which the Secretary-General has given the Committee in
this connection.

There was some half-hour discussion on the Legal Department's estimates,
initiated by Argentina, who made a half-hearted effort to effect a further
cut of $2,000 on the proposed provision for Consultants. This, however, was
successfully staved off by Stavropoulos. I am afraid, as forecast in yesterday's report, that our Argentinean is going to make a practice of making this
kind of motion. The USSR, of course, also moved a more substantial reduction,
namely $30,000 which likewise was rejected by the usual majority. I might say,
however, that although the USSR can be expected to go through the motions,
they will not make difficulty or in any way obstruct or delay our procedure.
Their record in this respect has been a consistently good one in the Fifth
Committee, and provided we keep them adequately infor.med as to forthcoming
business, etc., it has been my experience that they can be relied upon to
always act with reasonable moderation.
Most of the discussion on the Legal Department's estimate arose as a
result of an enquiry by Syr~ as to the Secretary-General's view concerning
the desirability of appoin
full-time legal officer at Geneva. Stavropoulos
replied that the suggestion had been considered on numerous occasions, but
that it was the feeling of the Department that the amount of strictly legal
work in Geneva would not justify a full-time official of the Department being
stationed there. The European members of the Committee, led by the Netherlands
and Belgium, nevertheless actively supported the idea, which was also given
general endorsement by Mr. Aghnides. Other delegations thought that this was
the kind of decision which was best left to the good judgment of the SecretaryGeneral, and indeed it reflected a tendency which may have to be watched fairly

~
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carefully in that the Fifth Committee needs little encouragement to intervene
in strictly Secretariat business. It was understood that the proposal would
receive further consideration by the Secretary-General, particularly in connection with such re-organization recommendations as he may eventually present.
The Committee will resume meetings on Tuesday. There are still ten or
more speakers in the general debate, after which it will proceed with consideration of the technical assistance sections of the budget, follolred by
Trusteeship and the Department of Public Information.
SECOND COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance for the economic development of
under-developed countries and technical assistance in public administration
The general debate continued on items 27 and 61 with the following
speakers:
Liberia: described in detail the technical assistanc~ activities in
his country and thanked the United Nations and all the specialized agencies
for their aid. At the end, he stressed that more benefit was derived from
experts on long assignments than on short missions; the same was the case
for fellowships. He also stressed that more attention should be paid in the
programme to housing and other general conditions of life in the recipient
countries.
United States: the technical assistance programme was a sound investment for world stability. His country supported it, not for altruistic
reasons nor for imperialistic reasons, but by enlightened self-interest, as
the United States considered that all countries should have the opportunity
to progress and develop.
There should be no doubt with respect to the payment of the sum which
the United States pledged for this year; this will be paid, but the rate
would be subject to the payment of contributions by other countries, since
the United States was pledged to pay 60% of the sum. The UN activities in
the various technical, non-political fields was very important and it was on
these grounds that the United Nations might stand or fall. He suggested some
improvements in the operation of the programme: first, not to spread the
funds too thinly, but to establish priorities and concentrate upon projects
giving solid results; the, that accomplishments must be evaluated in order
to allow for better planning in the future and also to inform public opinion
correctly on what was achieved; finally to faci litate raisli1g of funds in
future.
He hoped that the fathcoming technical assistance pledging conference
would provide sufficient funds, and trusted that the decisions of the USSR
and Poland to contribute would prove of real assistance, He also hoped that,
in view of the US effort, other governments would continue to increase their
contributions.
His Government would support a resolution which would soon be tabled,
reflecting the recommendations of ECOSOC 's last session.
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It was the United States • challenge to adopt broad ne ans for peace and
human welfare instead of for destruction. He hoped that those responsible for
the present tension which necessitated armaments would cooperate and make possible
this positive outlook.
Indonesia:
stressed in particular three aspects in connexion with technical
assistance activities for economic development in his country: (a) civil aviation
and inter-island shipping, (b) expansion of economic structure through industrialization in the first place of small and cottage industries, which also absorbeq
the unemployed in the rural areas; and {c) help in establishing and organizing
the government planning board which coordinates the activities on the spot.
With respect to the resident representatives of technical assistance, he
considered that their central responsibilities should not be weakened by the
activities of representatives of many other organizations acting independently
on the spot, as happened now. Finally he pledged a contribution from his
country covering three years, to be paid annually at the beginning of each year.
Egzyt: The feeling prevailing at the beginning that the administration of
the programme seemed too cumbersome for a single organ to deal with had now
disappeared and the programme showed great progress. However, in view of
the financial crisis, there were signs that might indicate a "mortal stagnation".
He nevertheless hoped that th~se were only passing difficulties as the very
peace and stability of the world depended on the progress of the underdeveloped
countries.
Mexico: praised the programme as a means of help and not of exploitation.
His country cooperated not only financially but also by providing experts.
They had organized a technical assistance committee in Mexico in order to
evaluate the possibilities of aid and to give it the most profitable form.
Giving details on the programme in his country, he especially stressed the interest
of the "UNESCO centre" established there. He also underlined the importance of
assistance in the fiscal field.
As for the administration of technical assistance, while it worked very
well, administrative costs were too high, but this situation might be remedied
and he had the fullest confidence in the officials responsible for seeing to this.
~:
praised the rapid progress in the programme, including in particular
technical assistance in public administration, in which his government was
very interested. He hoped that the draft resolution on this subject, submitted
by the Economic anEi Social Council, would be unanimously adopted by the General
Assembly.

USSR:
Having participated in the debates of the Council on technical
assistance since its ninth session, his country felt now that the programme met
the aims of the United Nations. His country had already given technical aid
to many friendly countries but would now also participate in the UN programme
to assist under-developed countries and therefore pledged 4 million roubles for
1953. This was in accord with the efforts towards international cooperation.

,..
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Funds might be spent in a rational way so as to promote economic developnent.
Many delegations, including his own, found that administrative costs of the
programme were too high. It had also been mentioned that coordination on the
spot was mostly carried out by resident representatives who thus might invervene
in the internal affiars of the countries concerned. Therefore the countries
themselves should be primarily responsible for coordinating the programme. He
also referred to the opinion already expressed that the UN programme would need
to be increased and the particular programmes of individual organizations curtailed.
In conclusion, he underlined that the aim of the assistance should be the
raising of the standards of living to be given on the basis of UN principles
and not in order to exploit the economy of under-developed countries by foreign
capital. The USSR had always insisted on these principles with a view to
raising agricultural and industrial developnent as well as the cultural progress
of those countries.

l!Q (Mr. McDougall): made a statement explaining the great potentialities
of the programme and mentioned the fact that the ground for its implanentation
was now prepared by the action of most governments on the spot. He warned that
unfortunate results might occur if the programme were now slowed down and he
feared that many projects might never be revitalized i f they were now laid up.
In response to some criticism that the participating agencies over-comitted
themselves, he re:min:Bd the meeting that until recently the ECOSOC and the General
Assembly pressed for greater speed in implementing the programme. In the name
of all the participating agencies, he expressed the hope that future contributions
would ensure the continuation of the satisfactory development of the programme.
Costa Rica: praised the programme, but found that a better organizational
structure might be developed. He underlined the need for the best possible
coordination between the various channels through this programme, by the United
Nations and from other sources, as for instance in the case of his country, so
as to be able in the present financial crisis to obtain the best practical
r esults. His country would increase its contribution for the next year.
He then stressed the importance of efforts towards economic integration of
five central American states, with the help of technical assistance, ECLA, FAO,
ILO and UNESCO.
The Chairman announced that the list of speakers in the generaldebate
would now be closed. There are still 19 speakers who are enlisted.
Before the end of the meeting, a resolution was tabled on the subject of
the Expanded Programme (Item 27) by the following delegations: Belgium,
Bolivia, Canada, Dominican Republic, Iraq, Netherlands, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia,
United Kingdom and United States. It reflects the recommendations of the
Economic and Social Council as adopted at its 16th session.
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REPORT TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

363rd meeting
1 October 1953

SIXTH COMMITTEE

Measures to limit the duration of regu1ar sessions of the General
Assembl.y.
The delegates who took the floor to-day were not in favor of the
Norwegian draft proposal calling for the revision of articles 38 and 73
of the Rules of Procedure of the General Assembly and for the inclusion,
in the form of a draft annex to the Rules of Procedure, of an outline of

the practices recommended by the Special Committee.
Mr. Spiropoulos (Greece) was doubtful as to the utility of the
(

proposed amendment to rule 73, but he thought that it was harmless and
therefore would not oppose it.
amEndment.

He supported the Franco-Brazilian

Mr. Fabregat (Uruguq) delivered a long speech on the

freedom of speech and opposed any amendment to rule 73.

The delegates

of Argentine, India and the Byelorussian SSR. were also opposed to the
proposed ameniment to rule 73.
Moreover, the delegates of Argentine and Iraq were of the opinion
that the proposed amendment to rule 38 (participation of the Chairman
of the 'ld Hoc Political Committee to the General Committee) was outside
the scope of the present item.
All the delegates opposed the incl. usion of the draft am ex.
In the oourse of the debate, the delegate of ArgEntine stated that the
opinion of the first Secretary-General on this item was well lmotr.n but that
he hoped that the new Secretary-General 'MOuld make kno111 to the Committee
his views on the question.
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At the end of the meeting, the Chairman declared closed the
list of speakers.

Fifteen delegates were inscribed.

Therefore,

it is expected that two more meetings would be necessary to dispose
of the item.
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FOURTH COMMITI'EE

322nd and 323rd meetings

Thursday, 1 October 1953

10:30 a . m. and 3:00 p. m.

The discussion on factors is proceeding satisfactorily, but there is
difficulty in obtaining basic agreement in the drafting of a resolution.
A draft is being discussed among certain delegations (Brazil, Venezuela, ,

India, Yugoslavia) and may be presented tomorrow.
The Chairman has received a request for an

o~~t'aring

Rico from a second political party in that ter~ry.
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CONFIDENTIAL
TO:

The Secretary-General

FROM:

Bruce R. Turner, Secretary, ~
Fifth Committee
~/.

SUBJECT:

.A

Proceeding of the Fifth Committee - .389th Meeting

The Fifth Committee, after

referring~

the question of admission

of ICITO to the Advisory Committee for its customary advice (without which
the representative of Egypt will under no circumstances allow the Fifth
Committee to act) commenced its general discussion of the budget.
During the morning meeting, statements were made by Egypt, Brazil,
Chile, the United Kingdom, Argentina and Guatemala. In the afternoon, by
the United State of America, Uruguay, the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, Indonesia and Colombia.
In general, the level of the discussions this year is distinctly
not high and it is clear that the Committee has by and large made up its
mind to accept automatically the Advisory Committee's recommendations and
not to give serious consideration to suggestions, either for restorations or
increased cuts.
follows:

Highlights of the statements made can be summarized as

EGYPT - The closer understanding now (with considerable emphasis on the
last word) existing between the Advisory Committee and the SecretaryGeneral, should ensure smooth sailing so far as Fifth Committee action on
the budget is concerned. Continued provision for tax re-imbursement
utterly unjustified and should be re-examined in the light of the Advisory
Committee's repeated observations.
rerr~rks

There was an implication underlying his

on this subject that the Secretary-General (past rather than present),

whilst admittedly having only a limited initiative, had not perhaps
exercised such initiative as fully and effectively as he might have done.

On re-organisation, he agreed that the Secretary-General should have ample
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time and opportunity to study problems involved, but clearly expected
concrete proposals, particularly in the direction of a consolidation of
Economic and Social Affairs and the Technical Assistance Administration,
with a minimum of further delay. Economic, social and technical a ssistance activities were to be looked at in a much more kindly light than
other United Nations' activities, with t he exception of Trusteeship towards
which Egypt has habitually adopted a lenient attitude.
BRAZIL - stressed the necessity of better geographic distribution of higher
posts throughout the Secretariat.
CHILE - Proposed Advisory Committee cuts in the Economic and Social Departments may cause irreparable damage, whilst any suggestion of tampering with
ECLA might well result in the collapse of the United Nations.
UNITED KINGDOM - In general, was a typical British Treasury speech. Replete
with criticisms and insinuations that we are a well-meaning but extravagant
collection of officials and that we do not pay proper attention to Advisory
Committee advice. Stated that the trend towards budgetary stablization was
not being maintained. While acquiescing in the delay in the submission of
re-organisation proposals hoped these would be presented soon and that additional
savings would be effected in 1954. In general, satisfied with Advisory Committee
cuts, plus such further cuts as the United Kingdom Delegation can persuade the
Fifth Committee to accept. Criticised cost of Regional Commissions and stressed
the need for introducing parallel projects on a joint basis between the Co~
missions and Headquarters. Referred at some length to need for better planning
in documentation production with earlier and more effective editorial control.
Admitted, although with some reluctance, that delegations have some responsibilities
in this matter. Emphasized importance of immediate critical re-examination of
all current projects, with a view to elimination or postponement of those of
little or practical interest.

Criticized ratio of senior to junior posts, and

hoped the Secretary-General will include a proposal for a correction of such
distortions in his report on re-organization -

urged an investigation into the

disposal of revenue from Guided Tours and the Gift Shop -

-3suggested that United Nations publications should include high-class selective
advertising and displayed some U.K. Government publications as an example of
what might be done.
ARGENTINA - The Argentine representative is a newcomer. He is extremely
articulate. He does not seem to be cast in the Fifth Committee Latin American
tradition and will, I fear, prove a little troublesome from time to time with
proposals for doing better than the Advisory Committee has done from a
Treasury point of view. In fact, he started off this afternoon by endeavouring
to cut the Executive Office of the Secretary-General by a further $5,000 on
the grounds that their use of temporary assistance is unjustifiably extravagant.
However, he redeemed himself slightly by some vague and unclear reference to
the justification of increased social services to the United Nations staff.
~ nis zeal for economy, however, like Chilej stops short at economic, social

and technical assistance problems, including especially the activities of ECLA.

-4United States of runerica:
The Secretary-General's statement had been refreshingly frank- his long
experience in the Swedish Treasury should help to produce the desired economies.
He stressed, particularly, the need for streamlining the Headquarters Organisation
- for re-defining relationships between Headquarters departments and Regional
units - for giving greater attention to means of assuring a thorough overhaul of
the administrative exp4nses of the Technical AssistanceAdministration and the
Technical Assistance Board .

He criticised the watertight compartmentalisation

of departmental units, and gave as a striking example of the lack of versatility
and flexibility the use of

staff/ ~

the Economic and Social Council Secretariat,

comprising 23 people concerned entirely with the servicing of the Council.
The highlight of the Congressman's statement was in connection with the subject
of documentation.

Bet ter to illustrate his point, Miss Laise and Mr. Hall

trundled in a truck piled high with documents which was said to comprise the
documentation, in the course of one year, for the General Assembly, the Economic
and Social Council and the Trusteeship Council.

As usual, of course, the implica-

tion was that the Secretariat bore primary responsibility for excessive volume of
documentation issued, although he was unusually honest for a Fifth Committee
delegate, by recognising the fact that Governments did not always co-operate in
carrying out

the Committee's directives.

He

further stated that the United

States delegation would welcome advice from the Secretary-General as to means of
further reducing the mountain of documents now put out, and he bequested that the
Secretariat should bring to the attention of delegations any instances where
Governments are making unreasonable or unnecessary demands .

Even while he was

speaking I received requests for additional Fifth Committee documents

and private

complaints at the insufficiency of data so far provided .

In conclusion, he criticised travel expenditures and suggested that the Home
Leave policy was unduly liberal.

fhe United Nations should follow the example

of the United States by adjusting home leave frequency to the conditions of the post .

- 5Uruguay:
Our Uruguayan member is also new to the Committee, and is apparently
from the Uruguayan Senate.

He is also quite articulate.

His main pre-

occupation, however, is with the Spanish language and the importance of
documentation in that language being produced in greater volume and more
promptly.

The Union of

Soviet Socialist Republics:

The Soviet Statement was virtually the same as has been made since

1946, with only the dates changed.

The USSR is still of the opinion that

the United Nations budget should not exceed 35 million dollars.

They will,

accordingly, make concrete proposals for reductions designed to achieve
this goal.

Section 6 - Executive Office
The estimates were approved on the basis of the Advisory Committee's
recommendation, after rejection of the Argentine proposal referred to above.

Section 6a - Library
There was a lengthy debate on the Library, initiated by Israel, who
made an extremely able and sensible speech which, I am afraid, did not
altogether please the Chairman of the Advisory Committee.

His main theme

was that the Advisory Committee was guilty of applying entirely inappropriate
principles by criticising the Library not for inefficiency, but for superefficiency.

He proposed that the recommended cut be restored.

on the other hand, proposed that the cut be increased by $30 ,000.
proposals were soundly rejected.

the USSRz
Both

....

. .

.
- 6Section 7 - Security Council Affairs, and &ection 8 - Military Staff Corrunittee
were approved unanimously and without discussion.
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THIRD COMMITTEE
From Vll'. Vakil

CONFIDENTIAL

Development of political rights of women in territories where these rights are not
fully enjoyed - item 65
Certain delegations pointed out that some of the information on constitutions,
electoral laws and other legal instruments relating to the franchise of women and
their eligibility to public offices and functi ons included in document A/2462 were
not up to date .
The representative of ~ia submitted an amendment (A/C . 3/L.347) to the
joint draft resolution (A/C . 3/L. 345/Rev. l) presented by Chile, Cuba, Dominican
Republic, Greece, India, Indonesia and Philippines, which will prolong the
debate and, if adopted, might result in placing the same item on the agenda of
the next session of the General Assembly.

~

,
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CONFIDENTIAL
No. 7

DAILY GENERAL ASSEMBLY REPORT TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
Wednesday, 30 September 1953

AD HOC POLITICAL COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

Election of Officers
The Committee unanimously elected Mr. Salvador P. Lopez (Philippines) as
vice-chairman and Mr. William Douglas Forsyth (Australia) as rapporteur.
Agenda of the Committee
The Chairman pointed out that documentation of two of the items on the
Committee's agenda were now available in all languages: on admission of riew
Members, and on Treatment of people of Indian origin in the Union of South
Africa. It was not expected that the report of the Advisory Committee of
UNRWA (Palestine Refugee Agency) would be ready until the middle or end of
October, while the report of the Committee appointed to study the racial
situation in South Africa might not be ready until late October or early
November .
DECISICN:
It was agreed without objection that the Committee would establish the
first two items of its agenda as follows:
1.
2.

Admission of new Members
Treatment of people of Indian origin in the Union of South Africa

With regard to the order of consideration of the remaining two items, it
was agreed that the Chairman would inform the Committee as soon as documentation was available, so that the order could then be established.
other business
When the Committee takes up the admission of new Members at its next
meeting, it will have two draft resolutions already before it. Peru has
circulated a draft resolution calling for the establishment of a Committee
of Good Offices (of three Members) to consult with the Security Council members
to explore the possibilities of reaching an understanding which would facilitate
the admission of qualified new Members in accordance with Article 4. The USSR
has also submitted a draft resolution requesting the Security Council to reconsider fourteen applications with a view to making a recommendation for their
simultaneous admission. With regard to the Peruvian draft resolution, it is
expected that it will command wide support in the Committee, including that of
the principal Powers.

..•. 1-.,
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FIRST COMMITTEE: Morning meeting
Chairman: l1r. Fernand van Langenhove, Belgitun
Election of officers

Mr. Francisco Urrutia of Colombia was elected, by acclamation, to the
post of Vice-president. The nomination was made by France and seconded by
New Zealand. Mr. Thor Thors of Iceland was elected Rapporteur by acclamation.
He was nominated by Brazil and seconded by Canada.
Agenda of the Committee
Colombia proposed that the Committee consider its agenda items in the
following order: (1) Morocco, (2) Tunisia, (3) Bacterial warfare, (4)
Burmese item, (5) Disarmament, (6) USSR item, and (?) Korea.
proposed that Korea and the USSR item should have first and second
place, respectively, in the Committee's agenda.
~

Australia h~ped that the Committee would agree that the Korean item could
be taken up at any tiffie if a simple majority of members of the Committee present
and voting so desired. He felt it might be useful to include a sentence to this
effect in the approved order of items.
During the ensuing discussion, Egypt proposed that debate on the first two
items in the order proposed by Colombia be adjourned for ten days. The Chairman
urged that the order of items not be linked with proposals relating to the time
for their consideration. He added that he, himself, intended to make a proposal
at a later stage regarding the opening of the Committee's debate on its agenda
items. Egypt indicated that he would not press his proposal if that of the
President would effect the desired postponement of the Tunisian and Moroccan
discussion.
FOURTH COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

Considerable importance was attached by the delegations to the request for
an or.al hearing submitted by one of the political parties of Puerto Rico, since
this was the first case where a request for an oral hearing had been considered
from a Non-Self-Governing Territory as contraaed with the Trust Territories. A
number of arguments were advanced for and against the question of the principle
of hearing ·petitioners from Non-Self-Governing Territories. In actual fact, the
request was of a particular type, being connected with the specific item on the
agenda of the cessation of information in respect of Puerto Rico and thus with
an important change in the status of the territory. The proposal that the request should be granted was strongly supported by the Arab countries, India and
some other Asian countries, and by a few of the Latin American countries
(Argentina, Bolivia, Guatemala and Mexico), and the Soviet countries voted in
favour but took no part in the debate. On the other hand, in addition to the
Western countries, a majority of the Latin American countries were, for various
reasons, induced to vote against the request, which was accordingly rejected.

'

..
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-3SECOND COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

The general debate continued on items 27 and 61 (Expanded Programme of
Technical Assistance for the economic development of under-developed countries
and Technical assistance in public administration) with the following speakers:
Philippines: considered that the Technical Assistance had so far given good
results but stressed that preference should be given more than at present to
those projects which directly promote economic development of the receiving
countries and ensure increased employment there. He suggested that in view of
the limited funds available, the scope and nature of the Technical Assistance
activities should be reviewed in order to determine the priority to be given to
projects such as those he had just mentioned.
Argentina: found the Technical Assistance programme positive and considered that it should continue. He noted the progress in the consolidation of
the programme in general and .in the integration of projects in individual countries. The General Assembly should review the structure of the programme in
order to establish the best lines to be followed for the future; he especially
agreed with the French representative's remarks on the need for the participation
of the governments in the approval of the programme. Furthermore, while the
receiving governments had to indicate their wishes and needs, it was for the
United Nations to establish the main lines for the selection of projects.
He further underlined the need for the utmost integration of the programmes
of all the participating agencies. In conclusion, he stressed the desirability
of close integration and inter-connection of the administrative services of
' Technical Assistance with the substantive departments of the Secretariat concerned (i . e . Economic Affairs and Social Affairs) .
Sweden: noted that the distinction between countries glV1ng and receiving
aid was always more vague, as many countries both gave and received it. Technical Assistance was still being given in modest amounts, especially if compared
to other expenditure for international activities not to speak of armament costs .
Therefore the wish expressed by TAB for a 20% increase in contributions should be
met and Sweden would do so in 1954. In addition, countries should create supplementary resources for Technical Assistance outside the UN programme, like
the United States Point Four and the special projects undertaken by Norway.
The speaker noted that TAB was organized on a larger scale than now needed,
but was aware that efforts were being made to adapt the administrative apparatus
to real needs, which was a good move.
The activities of the national technical assistance co-ordination committees
should be reinforced.
Guatemala: stressed that aid should be given in line with the characteristics of countries, especially in view of the need for their industrialization.
More co-ordination was needed between the assistance given by the various
agencies and the Secretariat might look into this. The administrative costs
should be reduced. The speaker praised the technical assistance activities
performed by ECLA.

.. .
,

- 4Turkey: would continue to support the programme which proved that mutual
aid was the preferable form. With respect in particular to item 61 (Technical
assistance in public administration), he considered this the cornerstone of
economic development.
China: in view of the situation in his country, his Government played
only a small part in the programme. Their interest, however, was great, not
only for the economic value involved, but also as a moral factor. He did not
think that at preaent there was a real crisi in the programme, but rather that
it presented a challenge to governments, and he was therefore hopeful for the
future .
Australia:
still young and
agencies had at
explainable, it
was bad • .

considered the progr~rune as a co-operative venture . It was
had limiting factors which could not be overlooked. Some
first over-committed themselves on projects. While this was
should be avoided as the impression created in the countries

He agreed with the need for the review by a working party of the procedure
of TAB financing and also for the review by the Advisory Committee. He was
optimistic for the future. on the basis of a fresh ~ssessment resulting from
present experience in order to place the programme on a surer and more effective basis.
Chile: stressed the great importance of the programme, as no peace was
possible in the world if widespread need and misery continued. Only mutual
co-operation might alleviate the situation. He mentioned that Chile received
less assistance than other countries. He would be in favour of the United
States contrrbuting the 60% of the programme as against 40% by the other
participants.
Pakistan: described in detail the aid received by his country and
praised the new Resident Representative there. He explained the difficulties
in the case of projects of a continuing nature being put aside for lack of funds.
He also said that if restrictions are to be made in the programme, geographical
distribution should be observed. Finally, he thanked Sweden and Denmark for the
technical aid which they gave to his country over and above their participation
in the UN progranune.

In view of the lack of sufficient speakers for tomorrow and also of the
wish expressed by some delegations to have at least one day of recess in order
to be able to digest the documentation and suggestions made so far, it was
decided not to hold a meeting on Thursday, but if possible to meet on Friday
morning . It was also decided that at that meeting, the list of speakers in
the general debate on items 27 and 61 would be closed. Up to now the following
speakers are listed for the next meeting: United States, Liberia, Indonesia,
Egypt, Venezuela, Representative of FAO (tentative).
FIRST COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

Agenda
Discussion continued on the order of agenda items.

A large part of this

'

.....

- 5debate centered on the priority to be accorded to the Korean item, with a
number of representatives entering into the substance of Korean issues. As
to other items, France asserted that any discussion relating to Tunisia or
Morocco would constitute a violation of the Charter to which his delegation
would not be a party, directly or indirectly. El Salvador suggested that the
Burmese item might be taken up first in order to accord the sponsors of the
Tunisian and Moroccan items the ten day delay requested by Egypt on their behalf.
Several representatives suggested that the Committee only establish the
order of a few items at a time, to avoid procedural complications. Peru suggested that the Chairman himself might be given the discretion to propose a
modification in the order of items approved, if the Korean question subsequently
required priority.
The Chairman considered the Australian "interpretive motion" as a previous
question and put it to the vote first. It was adopted (49 to 7, with 4 abstentions). The order of items as proposed by Colombia was then adopted (48 to 6,
with 5 abstentions). No vote was required on the order proposed by the USSR.
Iran inquired whether the Committee's decision took account of the ten day
delay requested by Egypt . In reply, the Chairman suggested that debate on the
first items begin Tuesday afternoon. After Egypt had indicated that a longer
delay was desirable, it was agreed that discussion would begin on Wednesday
afternoon, 7 October.
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29 September 1953

SECOND COMMI'ITEE
250th Meeting

10.30 a.m.
Report to the Secretary-General
The general debate continued on items 27 and 61 (Expanded Programme of
Technical Assistance for the economic developnent of under-developed countries
and Technical assistance in public administration) with the following speakers:
Haiti (Vice-Chairman of the Committee) suggestJ..{ hat :in order to :increase
funds for the programme, one possibility might be for the Secretary-General to
approach governments in an official or semi-official way to have them accept
a plan by which during one or two \ieeks every year, all stamps of the nations
concerned be compulsorily sold with an overcharge of 10 to 20 per cent of the
value of the stamps, the profit to be contributed to the Technical Assistance
Programme.

This overcharge should carry the emblem of the United Nations and

l'fould therefore also be excellent publicity besides producing several millions
of dollars.

The United Nations radio service could give the necessary publicity

to this fact.
Greece consider

that the spread:ing of 11know-ho'\'r11 by technical assistance

is the best form of international investment :in under-developed countries -

He agree

to

with the remarks of France and the United Kingdom concerning TAB

and thinks that other procedures might be found
and other difficulties which

~per

m order

to avoid administrative

TAB's activities.

As for the substance of the programme, he sponsored in particular
educational programmes, both in agriculture and for industrial

\~rkers.

m connexion with

land reform -

-2-

India consider that the need for technical assistance is definitely
established.

Concerning the structure of the programme, he stresses the

m.portance of self-help of under-developed countries in addition to ass Ult.ance
from abroad, which makes it a

11

co-operative scheme 11 •

In the same vein, he

stresses the importance of the help already given by same under-developed
countries to other such countries.
He mentioned that United Nations experts are more costly than those from
other sources and considers that lavishness is not justified in this respect
and that this impression should be avoided.

TAB might look into this matter.

As individual governments have the main co-ordinating function of the

projects in each country, resident representatives have not those important
functions as at first thought.

He would like to hear what TAB thinks of this.

He agreeJ with the suggestion that the Advisory Committee should look
into the financial procedures and expenditures of TAB.
Many countries had, he thinks, experienced less shortage in experts than

he

He f

caunt~y

technical

that the fact that most governments are not able to canm.it their
is

contributions for more than a year/not a negative factor but rather proof of
the importance of the programme, as thus the legislative bodies have to look
into this matter every year.
Israel

~ appy

He

~onfident

.J

that funds will be forthccming.

animous agreement here on the need and

importance of technical assistance and th~'that this fact should be more
publicized by the United Nations (DPI).

In Israel there is enthusiastic support

for and very good results from the programme so far.

This success would not

have been possible without the necessary administrative machinery in the country,
i.e. a technical assistance co-ordinating council in

Israel~~--~~~~~bd~·ed

~·

- 3-

excellent TAB resident representative there.

He consider that the number of

resident representatives should be increased instead of being diminished as
suggested.

He also

consider~

of the recipient country

that the representative should not be a national

concerned~~ 'universal

participation in the programme

is necessary, the first responsibility nevertheless lies with the "welfare"
cruntries.
Belgium, in stressing the importance of the programme, examine

the present

financial difficulties, which imposes a selection to be made between requests and
projects.

However, as technical assistance activities are continuing ones, the

Technical Assistance Conference should take place at the earliest possible date
to pledge funds for 1954.

He announced that Belgium

m

principle will give for

1954 the same swn as it gave in 195.8. but might add a supplement if the total
contributions exceed 20 million dollars.
As

11

on the spot" co-ordination and integration of projects in every country

are indispensable and resident representatives may help in this respect, the
choice of those representatives should continue to be very careful.

They must

also co-ordinate on the spot the activities of the several participating agencies.
He finally stress

the importance of the establishment of consolidated

lists of available experts for all participating agencies, which might even be of
help to individual governments.

He consider that the administrative costs of

TAB are high and while apprec:iating the Secre·tariat 's efforts, agreeJ with the
French remarks concerning this matter.

~ning

He finally Pefarred te agen:tta iha 61

technical ass ~tan c.:_ in public

importance of th

draft resolutio

to the Assembly on this matter

admini~

underlined the

e~onondc and Social Council

- 4-

The following delegations have armounced their intention to speak at
tomorrow's meeting of the Committee: ...

...

Philippines
Argentina

Sweden
Liberia.
iliatemala
Turkey

China
Australia
Pakistan (tentative)
United states (tentative).

(B. lJJ.kac)

CONFIDENTIAL
DAILY REPORT TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
Department of Trusteeship and Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories
29 September 1953
The Committee decided to hear the representatives of the Somali Youth
League and the Togoland Congress, following receipt of a cable from the
Togoland Congress informing the Committee that they "desired direct representation from Togoland. 11
The Polish representative asked to have the application for a hearing
from the Puerto Rican Independence Party considered together with the requests
emanating from Trust Territories, but when informed that this request would be
considered following the conclusion of the consideration of requests for oral
hearings concerning Trust Territories agreed with this procedure.
The Committee then began consideration of the United Kingdom draft
resolution providing for a sub-committee on requests for oral hearings.
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Third Committee - Agenda item 63 (Technical assistance in the fields of prevention of
discrimination and protection of mi noriti es )
From Mr. Vakil

. The representative of Yugoslavia drew the attention of the Committee to the

,.--

fact that circumstances may arise when a minority itself may have to

ap~

through

the government concerned for technical assistance.
Some delegations thought that stress should not be placed on the "protection"
of minorities, but rather on the promotion of the interest of minorities.
The representative of

Guatema~

referred to two incidents in connexion

with technical assistance offered by the United Nations.

The first concerned a

representative of UNICEF who was alleged to have wav~in Guatemala a flag belonging
neither to the host country nor to the United Nations, but to another country.

The

second related to a representative of a specialized agency (presumably an expert) who
was alleged to have sent a report to another country first before it was sent
to the host country or to the specialized agency concerned and who had, as a consequence,
to resign.
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DAILY REPORT TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
Department of Trusteeship and Information from Non-Self-Governing Territories
29 September 1953
The Committee devoted its afternoon meeting
to the consideration
of the United Kingdom draft resolution. The Latin American and Arab- Asian
states who spoke strongly against the proposal based their objections on
the composition of the proposed sub-committee and were apprehensive that
the draft resolution might have the effect of restricting the free access
of petitioners to hearings in the Fourth Committee. The United Kingdom, in
a spirit of compromise subsequently decided to drop the reference to membership
in the proposed sub-committee and added a paragraph setting a time limit of
14 days within which the sub-committee should submit its report. By a close
vote of 22 for, 23 against with 12 abstentions, the amended draft resolution
was defeated.
It was intended to proceed immediately with the request for an oral
hearing by the representative of the Puerto Rican Independence Party, it
being only 5:30 and the United States being prepared to speak in opposition
to it. The representative of the Dominican Republic , however, moved adjournment
and his motion was carried by 22 votes in favour, 7 against with 20 abstentions.
The reason for his motion, it is learned, was a division among the LatinAmerican states on the issue and their desire for a further caucus on it .
At its next meeting the Committee will begin consideration of the
application for an oral hearing by the Puerto Rican Independence Party
and then proceed with the items concerning Non-Self-Governing Territories.

Report to the Secretary- General

362nd meeting

Sixth Committee

29 September 1953

Measures to lirllt the duration of regular sessions of the
General Assembly.
The delegates of Sweden, Denmark , the United

Y~ngdom,

Australia

and the United States expressed themselves in favour of the revised
draft resolution

(A/C . 6/L . 29Z/R~.l}

presented by Norway .

This

draft resolution calls for the revisiroof rules 38 and 73 of the
Rules of procedure of the General Assembly and includes in the form
of a draft annex to the Rules of procedure an outline of practices
recommended by the Special Committee.
However, the majority of the speakers favoured the joint
amendment submitted by France and Brazil proposing to delete paragraphs
3 and 4 of the Norwegian proposal and thereby the above- mentioned draft
annex to the Rules of procedure.
Opinion was divided regarding the proposed revision of rule 73;
such a revision was in particular opposed by the Soviet and Arab
countries.
Indonesia and Syria also objected to a consideration of the
proposed revision of rule 38 on the ground that such a revision did
not come within the scope of the item.
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The representative of El Salvador drew t he attention
of the Committee to the fact that the Chairman (1'.1!'. Katz-Suchy)
addressed the delegate of China as "Dr. Hsu" and not as "the
representative of China".
The delegate of China referred tot he same subject in a
~

conciliatory manner.
fr i ends he had no

He said that as the Chairman and he were old

great objecti on t o being addressed by him as

"Dr. Hsu"but that in his official capacity he pref erred to be
addressed as the "repr eseLt ative of China".
The Chairman did not make any r eply.

/.

-
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No. 5

DAILY GENERAL ASSEMBLY REPORT TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
Monday, 28 September 1953

FOURTH COMtlliTTEE:

Morning Meeting

At the 318th meeting the Fourth Committee considered a United Kingdom
draft resolution providing for an eight member sub-committee to devise recommended procedures concerning applications for oral hearings before the
Committee. The question arose immediately as to whether the projected subcommittee should consider the seven applications relating to Trust Territories
now before the Fourth Committee, or whether the Committee should first take
decisions on these requests while the sub-committee would formulate procedures
in respect of future applications. The Latin-American and Arab-Asian states
were strongly in favour of the latter course as they considered that the
procedure followed in the past should be applied to the present requests.
The Committee finally decided upon this course, following which it approved
a request for an oral hearing from the All-Ewe Conference but decided to
postpone a decision concerning an application by the Togoland Congress on
the grounds that the latter had requested to be represented by a lawyer now a
resident in New York. The Administering Authorities and a number of other
delegations objected to such indirect representation since in their view this
might set an undesirable precedent for the future. The Comm~ittee decided to
postpone consideration of this matter after it had been informed that the
Secretariat had already cabled to the petitioners requesting clarification of
the question of representation.
In respect of the four petitions from the Cameroons, the Administering
Authorities, led by France, objected vigorously to the hearing of the Union
des Populations du Cameroun whose representative had been heard at the last
session. The objection was based in part on the fact that a new hearing would
add nothing to what the Committee had already heard, and also on the political
tendency of the organization, although this latter point was only implied.
The United States delegate, while not objecting to a hearing of the three
petitioners, was particularly opposed to granting a hearing to the U.P.C. As
for the remaining three requests, the Administering Authorities felt that only
after the Trusteeship Council had heard the petitioners in the first instance
should their application be considered by the Co~~ttee. After considerable
debate, the Committee decided by a roll-call vote to hear the U.P.C., and also
granted hearings to the other petitioners.

Next meeting
Tomorrow the Committee will consider the rema~1ng application on
Somaliland, following which it will take up the United Kingdom draft resolution
and the Report of the Cormnittee on Factors.
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THIRD COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

Technical assistance in the fields of prevention of discimination and
protection of minorities
Some twenty countries spoke on the second item on the Committee's agenda
concerning "Technical assistance in the fields of prevention of discrimination
and protection of minorities". The majority of the speakers, whether from the
two Americas, the Middle East or Asia, supported the draft resolution presented
by Ecuador, Haiti, India, Lebanon, Liberia and Philippines. Some, in particular Belgium and Saudi Arabia, wondered whether any country would be bold
enough to ask for technical assistance in this field. Some others, like the
United Kingdom, thought that the whole question of technical assistance in the
field of human rights was due for study by the Commission on Human Rights next
year and that action in individual fields should not be taken prematurely.
The representative of UNESCO made a statement giving concrete examples of
action undertaken by UNESCO in this field.
Of the two amendments presented to the draf t resolution by Mexico and
Syria, the one sponsored by Syria would aim, as its delegate explained, at
making clear that any request for assistance in this field should come only
from the Government of the country concerned.

...

...J

CONFIDENTIAL
No. 4

DAILY GENERAL ASSEMBLY REPORT TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
Friday, 25 September 1953

SIXTH COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

Measures to limit the duration of regular sessions of the General Assembly
The Committee this morning began a general debate on this subject on the
basis of the report (A/2402) submitted by the Special Committee on the question, which met at Headquarters in May-June of this year.
The delegate of Norway, who ~ms the rapporteur of the Special Committee,
submitted a draft resolution (A/C.6/L.292) incorporating two amendments to
the Rules of Procedure of the General Assembly, recommended by that Committee.
The first amendment, which refers to rule 38, provides that the General Committee shall comprise also the Chairman of the Ad Hoc Political Committee, when
such a committee is established. The second amendment, which refers to rule
73 (ll3), provides that when a representative submits a motion to limit the
time to be allowed to each speaker or the number of times he may speak, the
proposer of the motion and two representatives may speak in favour of and two
against, the motion, after which the motion shall be immediately put to the
vote.

In addition, the draft resolution provides that an outline of the practices recommended by the Special Committee in its report shall be annexed to
the Rules of Procedure of the General Assembly and that the Secretary-General
shall be requested to consider the question of consolidating this annex and
the present annexes and, if such consolidation is considered advantageous, to
publish a new edition of the Rules of Procedure containing the consolidated
annex.
Questions for clarification were put by the delegates of France and the
USSR regarding certain paragraphs of the report of the Special Committee.
They were anm~ered by the delegate of Norway and by the Secretary of the
Sixth Committee.
Discussion of this matter will be continued at the next meeting and is
expected to require several further meetings.
THIRD COMMITTEE:

Morning meeting

Technical assistance in promoting and safeguarding the rights of women
The Committee concluded the consideration of the first item on its
agenda by adopting the joint draft resolution presented by Cuba, the
Dominican Republic and Pakistan (A/C.3/L.339/Rev.l) by 39 votes to none,
with 14 abstentions. The abstentions were: Afghanistan, Australia, Denmark,
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France, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Peru, Saudi Arabia, Sweden,
Syria, Union of South Africa, United Kingdom and Yemen. The representatives
of Bolivia, Honduras, Iceland, Luxembourg, Panama, Paraguay and Thailand
were absent.
While no one was really opposed to the draft resolution, many questioned
the scope of the resolution and the kind of services that were to be offered.
The Syrian representative was not quite satisfied with the statements made by
the representatives of the Secretary-General on the above. Mr. Baroody from
Saudi Arabia said that "women would not be satisfied with crumbs from the
table" and that a great increase in their number in the Secretariat might give
an exaggerated importance to the activities of the United Nations in the field
of the status of women.
SIXTH COMMITTEE: Afternoon meeting
Chairman: Mr. Juliusz Katz-Suchy, Poland
Election of vice-chairman and rapporteur
The Second Committee opened its meeting by electing Mr. Ernest Chauvet
of Haiti as vice-chainnan and Mr. Ornar Haliq of Saudi Arabia as rapporteur.
Adoption of agenda
The Committee agreed to adopt the order of discussion of the various items
allotted to it as suggested by the chairman as follows:
Item 27:

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance for the economic
development of under-developed countries: report of the
Economic and Social Council

Item 61:

Technical assistance in public administration

Item 26:

Economic development of under-developed countries:
(a)

Question of establishing a special fund for grants-inaid and for low-interest long-term loans: report of
the Economic and Social Council

(b)

Status of the proposal for the establishment of an
international finance corporation: report of the
Economic and Social O"ouncil

Item 12:

Report of the Economic and Social Council (chapters II
and III)

Item 18:

The Korean question:
(b)

Item 60:

Report of the United Nations Agent General for Korean
Reconstruction

Question of assistance to Libya

...

- 3 The Committee also agreed with the chairman's other suggestions on the
organization of the work of the Committee.

Mr. Georges-Picot extended to the Committee greetings on behalf of the
Secretary-General.
Finally, the Committee heard a statement by Mr. Roy Blough on the activities of the Department of Economic Affairs. The representative of the
Philippines moved, and the Committee agreed, that Mr. Blough's statement be
distributed to the Committee as a document.
The Committee then decided to start with a general debate jointly on
the two items on technical assistance on Monday (items 27 and 61). A statement will be made by Mr. David Owen, followed by one by Mr. Keenleyside.
Yugoslavia will be the first speaker, followed probably by India, Argentina
and France.
FOURTH COMMITTEE:

Afternoon meeting

As the result of an informal meeting which was called by the chairman
of the Fourth Committee at the suggestion of the Secretariat to reconcile the
divergent views regarding the organization of the Committee's work, the representatives of Australia, Brazil, Dominican Republic, Guatemala, Haiti, India,
United Kingdom and Venezuela agreed that the items concerning Non-SelfGoverning Territories (Factors, the report of the Committee on Information from
Non-Self-Governing Territories and Cessation of the transmission of information,
including both the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam, and Puerto Rico) be considered first, and that they be followed by the question of South West Africa,
the Trusteeship Council report, the Ewe and Togoland unification question and
the election of two members of the Committee on Information from Non-SelfGoverning Territories. The representative of Haiti informed the Fourth Committee of this agreement at the 317th meeting and it was decided unanimously
to accept this plan with the understanding that the order of discussion of the
last four items be considered as flexible pending future developments.
The Committee also decided that the following requests for oral hearings
from petitioners in Trust Territories be circulated for consideration at its
next meeting on MOnday:
All-Ewe Conference - (U.K. Togoland)
Collectivite autochtone Nego'Ekile - (French Cameroons)
Somali Youth League
Union des Populations du Cameroun - (French Cameroons)
Coordination des Independants Camerounais - INDECAM - (French Cameroons)
Togoland Congress - (U.K. Togoland)
Evolution Sociale Camerounaise - ESOCAM - (French Cameroons)
At the specific request of the representative of Poland, to which there
was no objection, the request for an oral hearing by Mr. Gilberto Concepcion
de Gracia, President of the Puerto Rican Independence Party, will also be
circulated.

.. . .

-.

- 4In connection with the requests for oral hearings the representative of
the Dominican Republic raised the question of the establishment of a committee
which would devise procedures regulating the hearing of petitioners. The
representative of the United Kingdom informed the Co~ttee that he would
present a draft r~solution for consideration on Monday.

Present indications are that a goodly number of members of the Committee
intend to enter into vigorous debate on the question of South West Africa.
Krishna Menon has informed the Secretariat informally of his desire to sit in
the Fourth Committee when this item comes up.
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24 September 1953

TO:

Mr. Per Lind, Executive Office of the Secretar.y-General

FROM:

Secretariat of the Third CoDIIlittee

CONFIDENTIAL REPORT - 485th Meeting of the Third Committee
Item 62: Technical Assistance in p.rODlOting and safeguarding the rights of
women

SUBJECT:

••••

,,,.

Twenty speakers spoke on the subject referring mainly to the draft
resolution before the Committee (E/C.3/L.339/Rev.l) sponsored jointly by
Cuba, Dominican Republic and Pakistan. The draft resolution i f adopted
would authorize the Secretary-General to render, at the request of Member
States, services which do not fall within the scope of existing technical
assistanc• programmes in order to assist the States in promoting and safeguarding the rights of women (in matters such as, for instance, elimination
of legal discrimination in property and family rights, promotion of
political rights, etc.) • The joint draft resolution has every chance of
being adopted tomorrow, although questions were raised concerning financial
implications. The position of the Secretar.y-General taken at the XVIth
session of the Economic and Social Council (E/2486/Add.l) will be re-iter~ed
in a financial paper on the subject (A/C.3/L.339/Rev.l/Add.i) to the effect
that there will be no financial implications for 1954 and that the Secretar,yGeneral will use the exP8rience of 1954 to provide the General Assembly with
pertinent details for any decision regarding a suitable level of subsequent
appropriation. J._,. . J7:

•

CONFIDENTIAL
DAll..Y REPORT TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
Department of Trusteeship and Information from Non-self-Governing Territories
24 September 1953.
At its 316th meeting, the Fourth Committee elected Mr. Oldrich Kaisr
(Czechoslovakia) as its Vice-Chairman following his nomination and seconding
by the representatives of Indonesia and Argentina. Mr. Najmuddine Rifai (Syria)
who had been nominated by India and seconded by the United States, France,
·
Saudi Arabia, Lebanon and Brazil, was elected Rapporteur.
Thirty-three delegations paid tribute to the memory of the late representative
Cuba, Dr. GQy Perez Cisneros, who had represented his country in the Fourth
Committee since 1946. Dr. Victor Hoo expressed his condolences on behalf of the
Secretar,r-General, the delegate of Cuba expressed deep appreciation, and the
Committee observed one minute of silence.
of

An inconclusive debate ensued concerning the organization of the Committee's
work. The representative of Haiti proposed that the Committee consider first
the items concerning Non-Self-Governing Te~~itories (i.e. Factors, the Report
of the Committee on Information fram Non-Self-Governing Territories, and Cessation
of Information)...rt'O be followed by the Ewe and Togoland unification question, the
question of SouthWest Africa, the Report of the Trusteeship Council and, finally,
the election of two ~mnbers of the Coiimittee on Information from Non-Self-Governing
Territorie!!) He further proposed that the cessation of the transmission of
information under Article 73 e with regard to the Netherlands Antilles and Surinam
be considered in connexion with the Report on Factors, while the cessation of
transmission of infonnation with regard to Puerto Rico vrould be taken up under the
item of Cessation following consideration of the Report on Non-Self-Governing
Territories.
·
It would appear that the order of priority advanced by Haiti and strongly
supported by the Dominican Republic, Brazil and India, was designed to make it
possible for the question of the Netherlands Indies to be dealt with in a differen:t
and less favourable way than the similar question affecting Puerto Rico, and thus
the United States.
The representative of Guatemala, however, proposed that the item of cessation
of transmission of information should not be split since in his view the problem
with respect to both Terr itories, w-a.s fundamentally the same. T'ne representatives
of Argentina, Australia, India, the United Kingdom and Brazil associated themselves
with the ld..i~·'& gf tao :PS!!II'iiar;ataHye of GnatenaaJ a.,·, \'Ul--" ~ .
Concerning the question of South w'iest Africa, the representatives of the
United Kingdom and the Union of South Africa asked that consideration be given
to the fact that the ~ ~ Political Committee was seized of two items concerning
the Union of South Africa, and that the leader of the South African Delegation,
who wished to participate in the debate concerning South West Africa, · would
appreciate it if the item before the Fourth Committee could be debated at a time
which would permit him to be present. lwlr. Fabregat of Uruguay insisted that the
Committee avoid any move which might lead to the postponement of this question
for another year, even if this meant that the leader of the South African Delegation
could not be present.

2 •••••••

•

•

The debate concerning the organization of the work of the Committee
It is anticipated that this ms.:y be followed by
another difficult debate on the question of the requests for oral hearings,
and particularly with regard to Puerto Rico, since no precedent exists for
a hearing with regard to a Territory which is not a Trust Territory.

rdll continue tcmorrcw.
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CONFIDENTIAL
TO:

The Secretary-General

FROM:

Bruce R~ Turner, Secretary, .•• ) ' )
Fifth Committee.
J·

SUBJECT:

Proceedings of the Fifth Committee - 378th Meeting.

W•

The Fifth Committee held its initial meeting this afternoon.

By

and large it was a smooth beginning, one a.nd a half agenda items having
been disposed of.
Membership of the Committee:
The election of officers went according to plan, with the election
of Van Asch Van Wijck (Netherlands) as Vice-Chairman and Ahson (Pakistan)
as Rapporteur.
In neither case was the election contested.
The Vice-Chairman is a pleasant, though undistinguished, person who
has been round the Fifth Committee for the past five or six sessions.
Hitherto, however, he has lived always under the shadow of Miss Witteveen,
and I think he is now thoroughly enjoying his independence and is most
appreciative of his vice-chairmanship.
The Rapporteur is an extremely friendly person.
Although a young
man, he has been Mayor of Karachi and Pakistan~ delegate to the Fifth
Committee since 194g.
From the Secretariat point of view he will be,
I feel certain, a most co-operative person to work with.
A few veterans, in addition to Miss Witteveen, have disappeared this
year.
There seems to be no-one in particular whom there is reason to
believe will cause difficulties, particularly procedural difficulties.
~y guess is that the most influential members of the Committee will include
Brennan of Australia, Fahmy of Egypt, Fenaux of Belgium, and Friis of
Denmark, plus the Advisory Committee group.

Mr. Hambro,

I am told, will

arrive in due course from Norway.
A new United Kingdom representative is
Sir Alez Randall, who is something of an unknown quantity.
The U.S. S.R.
representat ive, Zarubin, was present , and for the United. States, I1rs.
Bolton, though I believe she was simply sitting in for Congressman Richards
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The Canadian representative will be a good
who is out of town for a few days.
deal less troublesome than was his predecessor on many occasions, and New Zealand
will, as usual, be relatively quiet and ineffective.

It is too early to evaluate

the Latin Americans, although there does not appear to be any outstanding personality.

Hovtever, we may take it for granted that Fabregat (Uruguay) will put in

frequent and loquacious appearances.
Plan of Work:
The Chairma1rade a detailed statement reviewing the Committee's agenda,
indicating certain priorities and outlining a general plan of work - the Chairman's
suggestions being accepted ivithout discussion or objection.

In the course of his

remarks he made the following statement concerning the items on Personnel Policy
and Staff Regulations:
"These comprise, as I think lire all well recognise, one of the most
important and perhaps in some respects one of the more difficult
problems llrith which the Fifth Committee is expected to cope at
this session.

The

Secretary-General informs me that he will

require some little time to complete his report and prepare his
recommendations.

The Advisory Committee will, I am sure, wish to

review these recommendations most carefully.

I imagine, further-

more, that delegations will also need an adequate opportunity of
considering both the Secretary-General's and the Advisory Committee's
conclusions before engaging in a Fifth Committee discussion.
Somewhat similar considerations apply with respect to Item 16 Organisation of the Secretariat.

In these circumstances, I do not

believe we can safely plan on debating these questions before early
November.
That being so, I feel constrained to urge upon Members
the necessity of completing as much of our agenda as we possibly
can, during the next five or six weeks, otherwise we may run a
serious risk of having to dispose too hastily of issues which are
much too important for summary discussion and decision."
Report of the Negotiating Committee for Extra-Budgetary Funds:
Following the introduction of this item by Dr. Azkoul, the Chairman of the

•••••

Negotiating Committee, the attached joint draft resolution was approved without
objection.

Chile and Denmark made certain critical observations regarding the

information given in the annex to the Committee's report concerning pledges and
payments made by those two countries.

De~~rk,

for example, pointed out that

the fact of only a portion of its pledged total contribution to the Technical
Assistance programme was shown as having been paid was not the responsibility of
the Danish Government, but of the Technical Assistance Administration which had

•
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been unable to utilise the full amount of the contribution in the form in which
it was offered.

He also made reference to the multiplicity of visits to Copen-

hagen by officials concerned with these programmes.

What he specifically had

!el-F

in mind was that no less than three1 officials had, in fact, visited Copenhagen
within one single month.
Financial Reports and Accounts and Reports of the Board of Auditors:
The Financial Reports and Accounts and Reports of the Board of Auditors for
the United Nations were approved by 47 votes to none, with 5 abstentions, without
any discussion.

This is the first time, in my recollection, that they have gone

through so quickly, and may, I hope, be regarded as an expression of confidence
in our financial administration.
In the case of the International Children's Emergency Fund

~ccounts

and audit

report there was some criticism from the United Kingdom and the United States on
the grounds that its administrative costs were ynjustifiably high.

Australia,

however, came to its defense by pointing out that the Executive Board of UNICEF
has adopted a new definition of administrative costs, as a result of which the
percentage of these to total expenditures will show substantial reduction next year.
Subject to these observations the reports were accepted without objection.
The only incident to mar an otherwise happy inaugural occurred as a result of
some apparent misunderstanding on the part of Hr. Aghnides in connection with the
Chairman 's suggestion to the Committee that he , as formerly, be invited to participate
freely and fully in its discussions.

Mr. Aghnides apparently gained the impression

that his participation vtas to be on a more limited basis than in the past.

.....

This,

of course, was not the case, and I have since assured him personally, as well as in
an explanatory memorandum, copy of which is attached for your information •
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/ The Committee met under the chairmanship of Dro Katz-Suchy of Poland .
The Committee proceeded to the election of the vice-chairman.
Tv1o

candidates were proposed:

Professor Holmback (S\'ieden) .

JV.Ir. Tabibi (Afghanistan ) and

As Mr o Abdul Rahman Pazhwak (Afghanistan )

had been elected rapporteur of the Third Committee, some members were
opposed to the election of Dr. Tabibi, on the ground that never before
two nationals of the same countr,y had been elected as officers in the
General Assembly and its Committees .
was not suggested until

yesterd~ .

The candidacy of Professor Holmback
He failed to obt ain the support of the

Latin-American and Arab countries, and that of the United States .
Mr. Tabibi was elected by 36 votes against 20.

Mr. Spiropoulos (Greece) was elected rapporteur by acclamation.
The Committee decided to discuss, as first item of its agenda,
the quesj,ion of the

11
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ThP- Third
Committee opened in a very friendly atmosphere.
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CONFIDENTIAL

It unanimously

Bernardino of the DomQnican Republic as Vice- Chairrnan

and Mr. Abdul Rahman Pazhwak of Afehanistan as Rapporteur.
No time was wasted on procedure when dealing with the order ofttems.

At

the suggestion of Mr. Baroody of Saudi Arabia, supported by Ecuador, the
consideration of item 8 on the Committee ' s agenda (Report of the Economic
and Social Council, chapters IV and V) was moved up to become item 6, before
the items on forced labour and prisoners of war.

